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Sesrs confirms move to Marion mall
By Richard Goldstein

Staff Writer

Sears corporate executives
confirmed city government
and community leaders' fears
T\:esday saying they will move
to Marion's new mall, as officials from the developers
announced the aetails on the
proposed $'.65 million mall in
Mar:on.
Interim Cit~ MaIl3.ger Jeff
Doherty sa·d .:orr.munity
leaders headed by Mayor Neii

Dillard presented Sears with
reasons why they saould stay
Carbondale'S University
Mali, but to no avail. SearS
said they will leave because of
m-lrket studies that show
Marion's new Edward J.
DeBartolo's mall will be a
more lucrntive sight for their
business.
Gordon L. J ones, a
spokesman for Sears, said
"This new mall will provide a
facility fr Jm which we can
i!l

better serve the Southern
Illinois market."
But the city hasn't given up
hope. Dillard said be is "very
upbell.t" about the annOJncement Monday that
Fa'll')us-Ba.r and Venture
department stores will move
ink the University Mall's
westward expa~ion, and that
the city will try to change
Sears' mind about the move.
Jones said be doesn't think
Sears will change its mind.

DeBarlolo officials announced Tuesday that four
anchors will join Sears in a
maU that will house .00
specialty stores I'nd possibly
movie theaters. Thev said the
new "illinois Center" will be
completed in 1991.
Carbondale Chamber of
Commerce Executive Director
James Prowell echoed
Dillard's sentiments, "I have
not given up hope" of keeping
Sears in Carbondale, he said.

Dean feels
COBA has
good shot

Gus says wa'il trade one
Seara store for a Venture and
• free slush.

By ScoHParry

StatfWriter

Staff Writer

The awaited accreditation
committee's visit to the
College of Business and Administration is now history,
ieavidg COB A administrators
with an optimistic outlook.
The visitation accreditation
coremittt:e is responsible for
analyzing and reviewing the
quality of the college's
curriculum, faculty, facilities
and other pertinent areas. The
committee also will issue a
report on their findings, which
will be used by the Americsn
Assembly of Collegia te Schools
of Business in the final accreditation decision this
spring.
The oachelor's and master's
degrees in bJsiness administration and
the
bachelor's del!:ree in accountancy are facing reaccreditation. The master of
f~~~ia~~IJ[~:n~ is (acing
Thomas Gutteridge, dean o(
the College of Business and
Administration, said he feels
the reaccreditation process if
going smoothly.
"It's unlikely we will be
rejected (or either the accounting or blJ,~iness degrees,"
he said, "~,L I can't say it
conclusively. "
Gutteridge saj"l committee
members were impressed by
the cultura! diversity in the
college and Univprsity overall,
stressing that this was a
strength the University needs
to capitalize on.
Gutteridge said Ule collere
should receive a final decision
in the form of a letter by April
17.

Frederick Wu, director of
the School of Accountancy,

Croups opposed to the
calling of a Illinois constitutional convention are not
representative of the average
illinois ~payerl a Chicago
lawyer S81d
"Tbese soecia interest
groups don't represent the
average interests of the
average citizen," Patrick

Tuesaar'

~~l::n. Sfo~k~~:~:tio!:~

Reform, said.
Quinn waa fa Carbondale
stumpinJr loe a referendum
that Will aplJe&.l' on the Nov . .a,.
ballot, . calling .' for a conStaff Photo

Jim MOlike of the Physlc.l Plant spray
paints a letter "c" for "cut" on tr... In
Thom.,.on Woods JUdoed to be a safety
hazard by an admlnlstratlva commIH...

T,.... that w.... deed end cloae to patha
through the wooda w.... merked to be cut
down at a later date. '(he tour was macle
urty TuNday morning.

Dead wood will be chopped

from 26 trees in Thompson
By Mark Barnett
and Nora Bantlay
StaffWrltera

A committee recommended Tuesrlay morning to
cut down and trim dead
limbs from 26 trees in
Thompson Woods. The
commlttee's purpose is to
eliminate trees that pose a
safety risk to people walking
in the woods.
"I think we eliminated the
things we were concerned
about,"
Clarence
Dougherty, vice president
for campus services, said.
The trees designated for

cutting or trimming were
seen 81 hazardous to the
campus community because
the trees could fall aCl'OBl
walkways in the woods, be
said.
Duane Schroeder, director
of the Physical Plant, said
there are 16 trees to be cut
down and 10 trees in whicb
dead limbs will be removed.
"We will not faU wbole
trees, but we will take them
down from tbe top,"
Schroeder said .• 'Everything
is going to be done carefully,
slowly and PUl'J)()8efully with
tile input - of the whole

committee."
Schroeder said the dead
trees will be taken down in ~
10-8 foot sectioaa. Pbysical
Plant employees and an
outside cootractor will do the
work, supervised by Jim
Moake, grounds foreman.
Street Tree Service, the
outside contractor, from
Equality, bas done trimming
for the University for' two
years, Schroeder said.
Schroeder said the committee must concur with a
final plan, including cutting

::mba~7~::!l~~

and special interest grou~.
Using the state slogan 'Land
of Lincoln" as his baBe of attack, Quinn said the Dlinois
government is DOt a government "01 the people, for the
people and by the people" as
Lincoln bad boped it would be.
"Today it is more a
government for the politicians,
for the lobbyiPas and for the
utility companies," be. said.
Quinn made reference to the
$566 thOUSand raised by "big
business" to stop the con
vention from being called.
"Not one penny of the balf a
See CONVENTION, Pege 8

This ~lorning
Group wants public
aware of epilepsy
-

stitutional coovention.
Sy law, a referendum mus~
be placed on the Dlinois ballot
every 20 years asking the
voters if they want to caU a
constitutional convention.
The present Dlinois c0nstitution was written after a
convention was called in 1968.
Despite the short time the
present document bas been in
effect, proponents of the
convention believe there is still
too much ~er taken away

See TREES, Page 9

See COBA, Page 8

Page 14

Kansas basketball
put on prob:ation

I

Gus Bode

Quinn:
People not
in control

By Miguel Alba

- Sports 28

I

ProweU said he considered
the market studies done by
Sears supportin[l their move to
Marion to be flawed.

Sunny, 50s.

~--------------~

Returns: Israel's ruling party leading
JERUSALEM tUPf)
Is: .leI's twu largest parties
won about the same number of
seats in Tuesday's crucial
parliamentary
election,
leaving both short of a
majority but apparentiy
giving the right-wing Likud the
edge in forming the next
government, according to
unofficial returns.
Both LikL'd and the centerleft Labor rarty lost ground to
smaller parti~ - particularly

religious ones - and the
results left neither major
party with a mandate on how
to respond to the nearly 11month-old Palestiniar uprising
in the occupiE'd West Bank and
GazaStrip.
The key issues of the campaign were pp.ace and security
- with the Likud bloc of Prime
Minister yitzak Shamir
favoring continued hard-line
policies toward the 1.7 million
Palestiniaru. in the ~rritories

and Labor, led by Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres, saying
it was willing to give up land
for peace.
Unofficial returns broadcast
by Israel Radio showed that
with 85 percent of the vote
coonted, Likud had won 40
seats in the 120-member
Knesset, or parliament, and
Labor 38,
Small left-wing parties
captured 10 seats, while small
right-wing parties won eight.

Arab parties won seven.
Tbe major surprise was the
showing of tbe religious
parties. The four parties increased their seats in the
Knesset from 10 to 17, giving
them tremendous clout in the
(ormation of any coalition
government.
Official results were not
expected for 24 hours.
If the four religious partieb
See ELECTIONS, Page 9
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Israeli planes retaliate,
leave 5 Palestinians dead
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPD - Israeli warplanes pounded
, Palestinian guerrilla bases Tuesday in sO.Jtilern Lebanon, killing
at least five people and wounding 35 in apparent retaliation for a
bus attack that killed four pt.'lple iI; the Isr8eli-oc~upied West
Bank, security sources said. The fourth Israeli air strike in
southern Lebanon in 10 days coincided with Israeli parliamen: tary elections that will determine the course of the Middle East
, peace process.
I
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Iran, Iraq s..k solution to d.adlocked talks
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GE~VA (UPD - Iran and Iraq agreed to change the format
of their deadlocked peace talks Tuesday but remained
stalemated over territorial claims in the strategic Shatt Al Arab
waterway that divides the two nations U.~. Secretary General
Javier Perez de CueUar said the warring nations agreed to
~~tiate directly, rather than l18ss their comments thrGugh
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Soviet Union sends mls,U•• to Afghlnlatan
MOSCOW (UPI) - The Soviet Union bas sent advan('~
missiles to Afghanistan to help the Mosr.ow-backed government
counter rebel rocket attacks that have escalated since the
Soviets began withdrawing troops, the Tass news agency said
Tuesday. 11: Washington, the State Department identified the
weapons as surface-to-surface Scud missiles capable of reaching
Pakistan, which the Soviet Union accuses of supplying the
rebels.
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s. Africi hopes

I • .ul.mlnt remains In sight
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UP!) - Indecision on the
part of Angola and its Cuban defenders blocked the proposed
start Tuesday of the U.N. independence plan for Namibia, bllt
South Africa is hopeful a setUement remains in sight, the
government said. Angolan ~ident Eduardo Dos Santos, in an
interview published Tuesday, also held out hope that another
round of negotiations under American auspices could allow for
implementation of the independence plan by January.
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11 Mlrln •• trlde fire with Irmed Intruders
WASHINGTON (UPD - Eleven Marine guards exchanged
fire seven times Monday night witb armed intruders at the
Arraijan
depot near Howard Air Force Base in Panama, the
1 Pentagonfuel
said Tuesday. "No casualties or injuries were
reported," said spokesman Fred Hoffman.
I

EPA .ued ovII'lcld rain dlmage to Clnada
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Two environmental groupll, citing
damage to canada, sued the Environmental Protection Agency
Tuesday to force action to reduce industrial emissions linked to
acid rain. The Sierra Club and the Izaak Walton League of
America said their lawsuit was based on provisions ~ the Clean
Air Act requiring the federal government to clean up any U.S.
pollution that it has "reason to believe" is hanning another
country.

Shuttl. Atllntl. ready for trip to llunch pad
CAPE CAN,WERAL, Fla. (UPI) - Engineers completed final
ins{>ec~ons Tuesday to clear the way for the shuttle Atlantis'
midnight trip to the launch pad for blastoff late this month on a
tc· secret flight to launcb a military satellite. Atlantis is
sc:.Jeduled to blast off on the 27th sbutUe mission, the second
since the Challenger disaster, around Nov. 28.

I

state

Ford obtains state check
to Improve workers' skills
cmCAGO HEIGHTS, Ill. (UPI) - Gov. James R. Tbompllon
Tuesday presented a cbeclr. tor $784,122 to Ford Motor Co. to
upgrade the technological skills of employees at its Chicago
Heights parts plant. "By funding the education of this company
we're not only preserving the jobs but creating the jobs of
tomorrow," Thompson told a news conference.
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Incumbent Richmond challenged for House seat
Democrat a supporter of funding for SIU-C

Challenger campaigns on shoestring budget

By Kimberly Clarke

By Brad BUlhue
"Tlletultlonln_..

Staff Writer

State Representative Bruce Richmond, vying for his 15th term, said
ample fundinJ for education will be
"on the froht burner" in the spring
legislative aeuioo.
"The tuition increase (at SIU-C)
bothered me greatly," Richmond
added, saym(l: a greater chance exists
for a tax lDcrease in the spring
because fall elections will be over.
Richmond is a representative for the
116th District and 14th in seniorit~; out
of 118 members in the Illinois House of
Representatives.
This, Richmond said, is one of the
strong components of his campaign.
Richmond said his three main accomplishments during his 14 years of
office were for SIU-C, agri-:-ulture and
Alzheimer's Disease. These areas
have made up about 90 percent of the

mtlgr.tIy."

Ir1IcII Richmond

passed three years ago establishing
assistance programs, research and a
task force to study long-term care of
Alzheimer's disease.
Richmond's wife suffers from
Alzheimer's, a brain disorder and one
of the fastest growing health threats
facing Americans today, Richmond
said in a 1985 press release claiming
support for the bills.
Richmond entered politics in 1957 as
an alderman in Murphysboro. In 1970
he became the city's mayor.
As mayor, he had no intention of
continuing his political career on a
higher level, he said.
However, the urging of a fellow
politician led to the 67-year-old
statesman's reign as representative.
Born in Williamson County, Richmond is on a committee to promote
tourism and plans to create more
revenue through its expansion hoping
that money will reduce unemployment
in Southern Illinois.
Unemployment is one issue that
RiChmond plans to deal with, saying
that there is no easy solution.
Richmond said he does not feel too
threatened by his opponent, Frankie
Eggemeyer, but he doesn't take
anything for granted.
"The people are the boss, they fire
me every two years then rehire me,"
Richmond said.
"I'll stay as long as the people in my
district want me to," he added.

le~~~':J:C:~t baa been
the chief sponsor for legislation that
baa benefitted the University: Funding
for the Leaar Law Building, $6 million
for the small buaineu incubator and a
$1.2 million improvemen~ project for
Touch of Nature.
Richmond said he plans to keep
funding for the University as high as
possible, considering the funds
available.
A sponsor for all major pieces of
agriculture legislation, Richmond is
hea vily endorsed by farmers.
"Agriculture has a tremendous
impact on the economy of the area,"
Richmond said, and now the problems
arising from the current drought are
being assessed.
.. A lot of the e'J[port customers for
the crops in their raw state have been
lost," Richmond said. "And now we
are looking for alternative uses of the
products."
The incumbent also was the chief
sponsor of several bills that were

"Studen.. WIll ju"
ha.. to work IIMI.-

StBlfWrtler

(., SIU-C) bath....

Students will have to work for their
education instead of depending on
federal assistance, Frankie
Eggemeyer, the Republican candidate
for the 116th Illinois House seat, said.
E~emeyer said she will vote
agarnst any legislative proposal for a
tax increase, even if it means an increase in the cost of higher education.
"It appears that students will just
have to work harder for their
education," Eggemeyer said.
"Nobody is told to go to school- way
back when, we somehow got our
education if we really wanted it," she
said.
"I'm for education, but I feel that
students should work for it - harder if
necessary - and get motivated,·' she
said.
The 52-year-old Ellis Grove woman
said the state first needs to balance the
budget by conserving and prioritizing
its capital, not by increasing taxes.
The pOlitical newcomer said
Southern Illinoisans need to conserve
thl!ir spending - herself included.
With a campaign fund of about
$1.500, Eggemeyer is cutting comers
br. painting her own election
billboards and going on a door-to-door
campaign.
Her opponent, Rep. Bruce Richmond, .D-Murphysboro, baa gathered
about $19,000 for his campaign.
Du.;ng her campaign she bas worn
through two pairs of tennis shoes and,
to stress the importance of cutting
back financially, bas glued them back
together.
Eggemeyer said the people she
talked to in her door-to-door campaign
in Randolph, Jackson and Union
counties said they wanted "the politics
out of jobs."
She said the state's political

r.:===:-,A:M ~:=~ ===::;'1

far th....

"_lion."

F.. n"'~_

patrona,e system - the method of
awardIng jobs by political
classification - would be her focus of
attack and possibly the source of an
upset over Richmond.
Richmond, who has held his office
since 1975, has done the best job he
could, Eggemeyer said; however, if
she is elected the patronage system
would be changed first.
Unlike most legislators, Eggemeyer
said she will avoid being guided by
"the pack," or the large number of
constituents agreeing on a certain
issue.
Eggemeyer said industry could ~
enticed into the district by reducing
workmen's compensation to compete
with industries in neighboring states.
Eggemeyer said she realizes people
do not want cuts in workmen's compensation but they understand it is a
problem that needs to be approa-med.
Eggemeyer admits sne has little
experience in politics. She unsuccessfully ran for election as a
delegate to the Republican National
Convention. but says raising a family
and working IIJ a clerk for the Illinois
Veterans Commission has been
3dequate training f.". the office.
Many people have been very
receptive during her campaigning,
Eggemeyer said. "Their kindess will
come back tenfold, as it says in the
Bible."
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UP-THE UNION THA T CARES
BERE'S THE SCORE
l'Pt'SIU (1FT/ AFT)
FACT: Tenure and academic freedom-advised
philosophy professor in his successful
grievance to win tenure-I971
FACT: Sex discrimination involving dismissal
of woman A/P staffer. Won settlement after
an Illinois Fair Employment Prclctices
Commission (IFEPC) hearing-1973
FACT: Represented "104" (including 28 tenured
faculty frred during "financial exigency.")
Settled out of court-I974
FACT: Sex discriJrJnation case-won salary
equity for two women faculty members
before IFEPC-1975
FACT: Won a salary grievance for woman
faculty member in College of Human
Resources grievance-1976.
FACT: ltepresented more than 20 faculty in
tenure, promotion, and other internal
grievances-1971-88.
FACT: Filed suit on behalf of faculty
and staff on over a dozen occasions,
in federal and state courts and before
federal and state commissions-i971-88.
FACT: Sought to expedite bargaining
election process-l985-88.

IEA/NEA
No record
No record

No record
NOlt>Cord
No record
No record
No record

FACT: Filed five unsuccessful
Unfair Labor Practice
complaints, thus delaying
FACT: Has worked behind the scenes
the bargaining election.
Wlj} chairs, deans, vice presidents,
FACT: Employs confronta tional
tactics in grievances, for
. And presidents, seeking to avoid open
confrontation.
.
organizing advantage.
VOTE FOR THE UNION WITH EXPERIENCE IN REPRESENTING

IJsjJy Fgy¢an

Opinion & Commentary
Studellt Edltor·in·Chief, John Baldwin; Editorial Page Editor, Richard Nunez;
I\ssociate Editorial Page Editor, Jacke P. Hampton; Acting Managing Editor, Wanda
-i..ms.

Banning or limiting
Halloween ludicrous
THE SUGGESTION by city administrators to limit
Carbondale's Halloween celebration to just one night is a
bad one. Even worse is the suggestion that the cE'!lebration
be banned altogether,
These suggestions were maue because of the marked
increase in violence compared to the past few years. We
deplore the violence that takes place on Halloween, but
trying to limit or end the celebration may only increase the
amount of violence.
THE ADMINISTRA TORS' efforts to limit the
celebration to a Saturday night probably will prove futile.
If people want to celebrate on Friday night, more than
likely, there will be nothing the city can do to stop them.
Besides, not ever-jone attends th( celebration on both
nights. There are some people who attend the celebration
Friday nights, knowing that the crowd will be lighter.
ElimiDating Friday night celebrations may only raise
attendance on Saturdays, ~ibly creating violent conditions worse tl>.an this year s.

Letters
Greeks remember World War II,
saiute those who fought like heroes

NOW, LET'S imagine if the city were to try to bar: the
Halloween celebration. This would mean city adOn Oct. 28, we, the members Churchill say ~'lat the Greeks
ministrators would not continue to provide live mlJSical of the Hellenic Student were not fighting like heroes,
entertainment and food booths along Grand Avenue, thus Association, commemorated but the heroes fought like
eliminating an effective siphon of partiers from S~th the entrance of our country, Greeks.
We know that aU these,
Illinois Avenue. This would force a crush on the Strip, Greece, into World War 11 and
possibly causing tempers to flare and idiocy to reign the heroic fight of our people to although they are historical
preserve
the
ideals
of
freedom
facts,
may sound nationalistic
supreme.
and self-determination.
THERE IS no way city administrators can stop people
from congregating on the Strip for Halloween, unless they
close the Strip and beat people away with billy clubs.
Telling partiers not to celebrate on Halloween in Carbondale would be like expecting all college students to
"just say no" to drugs. It just won't happen.
; ..... _ ." f· ·.f

Letters
Koreans ask for an apology
Dear Mr. Meade and the possesses its own values which
editors of the Daily Egytpian, can not be judged and unYour bungling comments on derestimated by any criteria
Korea shocked all of the in- of any other culture. Like the
ternational students and harmonious sounds of ..
Korean students who read tto~ symphony orchestra, tt.e
Oct. 25 edition of the DE, Your symphony of human beings
arguments, based on laek of can make its beautiful sounds
knowledge and cross-cultural of world peace and prosperity
understanding, can be boiled only when each culture makes
its own unique sound in hardown into a few sentences:
1. Every Korean has bad mony with others.
Mr. Meade, our sympathies
breath because of Kimchi.
2. About 80 percent of are with you, because we, as
international students, have
Korean people smoke.
3. Korean hot dogs are made experienced many more
difficulties than you probably
from real dogs.
experienced during your tenIt might be true that some day stay in Korea. But we do
Koreans have had bad breath not criticize this society in the
and smoke, which is far same way that you choose to
beyond the belief that every criticize Korea. Following
Korean has bad breath and your logic of evaluating a
that about 80 percent of foreign culture, for example,
Korean people smoke. Fur- we could reach a hasty
thermore, the hot dog is not generalization that all
our food, but yours. The hot Americans think the same way
dog was introduced into Korea as you do about different
from the U.S. We have never foreign cultures. Do you not
imagined t.t.a t there is any think that we Southern
single hot dog made from real Illinoisans, as people of indogs, because we never tellect and culture, could
dreamed that American eliminate cultural hauteur and
people enjoy~ eating dogs. prejudice?
Your argument, by analogy, is
Lastly, we also strongly urge
naive because it fails to at· the Daily Egyptian to maintain
tempt any underswnding of a balanced perspective based
foreign culture. Your logic on the fairness and accuracy of
leads to the conclusion that its articles. Thus, it will
cultural differences mean continue lo serve the needs of
cultural superiority or in- its readers as their enlightened
ferior;ty.
eyes and ears, We Korean
Mr. Meade, ignorance is not students ask both of Mr.
alwavs bliss. To our common Meade and the editor of the DE
sense, culture is historical, to apologize to the Korean
rather
than
natural. people and to the Republic of
Therf'fore. every culture has Korea for the article for which
its uniqueness which makes it they are resronsible. - The
different frorr others. and Korean Student A"socialion.
Pa6e 4, Daily Egyptian, November 2.1988

to some of the readers. Yes, we
are proud for the accomplishments of our people,
but the price we, as a nation,
bad to pay was more than
enough. Greece lost the
highest percentage of its
population to that war than
any other. country involved.
Ninety percent of the GreekJewisb population perished in
Hitler's concentration camps
and !tundreds of thousands of
innocent people died from
starvation and massive
executions.
For every German soldier
the Greek resistance forces
killed, fifty men, women, or
children were executed in
retaliation. Hitler's army
stripped the country of every
resource and food supply,
leaving 400,000 people to die
from starvation in one single
winter. It took our people more
than 25 years to heal the
wounds of that period and
there was not a V-day at the
end of that tunnel. Their only
V-day was at the beginning,

It was not a matter of choice.
The people had to respond to
the ultimatum imposed by
Benito Mussolini, and their
choices were very limited.
They either had to accept
occupation, or commit
themselves to an uneven war
which nobody believed they
could ever win. But, the tiny
Greek army was able not only
to stop the Italian forces but t6
turn them back for the next
&even months.
After
the
complete
humiliation of Mussolini, the
German army bad to attack
too, losing time from attacking
the Sovi~t Union, and only the
corr:"'med forces of the Axis
~.ruld bend the resistance of
the Greek people.
Even after the eventual
occupation of Greece by the
Axis forces, our people's
resistance was one of the
strong~t in Europe, costing
Hitler thousands of men and
billions of marks, All these
struggles made Winston

when they dared to challenge
t!-.e two biggest powers in
Europe, but they were not big
enough to keep it alive.
Isn't this the story of every
little guy ... of every omall
country that carries the
burden of the ambitions of the
powerful governments of this
planet? The first to pay the
price are always the underdogs, no matter if they are
Greeks or of any other
nationality, creed or color.
They are the ones who are
not amused by RamixKtyle
movies, the ones who really
pay attention to the relations of

:'~~~~~re~:e !~h

thing as a regional conflict
between the two military (or
should we say militaristic?)
giants. However, if the time
comes, as it happened 48 years
ago, our ~le will be ready to
fightagam.
Since we could not enjoy the
fruits of our victory, and our
innocence did not prove
enough to save our people from
death and suffering, we will
certainly celebrate their fight.
We owe it to them ... - For the
Hellenic Student Associatioo,
Nikos Nikolaidis, president
and graduate student in
mathematics.

A vote for Dukakis is a healthy one
Voting is a health issue. On
November 8, American
citizens will have the ~
portunity to take the first step
toward securillg health insurance for 40 million
Americans. Presidential
candidate Michael Dukakis
believes that "health care is a
right, not a privilege."
Who are the 40 million
Americans without bealth
insurance? They are not only

the unemployed, but also the
employed, the old, and the not
so old. People paying back
guaranteed stude'lt loaDs don't
have health insurance in many
cases because they can't afford it.
Currently in our society, if
you don't have health insurance and you're not on
~blic aid, what happens? You
'spend down," which means
you pay till you're wiped out-
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then you go on public aid. Is

this the American dream?
On Nov. 8, the American
voting population will have the
opportunity to vote for an
iIidividual who bas not skirted
the issue on universal health
care. That individual is
Michael Dukakis, a man who is
standing up and making a
statement about an issue
which affects us all. - Wes
KaSlulke, senior, music.

Viewpoint
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Tell the political pollsters to get lost,
they'll use your opinions against you

Wednesday SpeCial
LARGE liTEM

POLITICAL OPINION polls
are much in the news these
days. Every dawn brings a
new one exploring some fresh
facet of the presidential race.
We now know, for example,
that left-handed Eskimos
prefer George Bush's kinder,
gentler American to Dukakis'
good jobs at good wages. So
does almost everyone else.

ONLY
$7

Michael Dukakis finds this a
revolting development. "Polls
drive the process," he said.
"The business of polls is really
having a terrible effect." He
thinks something should be
done.
Funny, I don't remember
him saying that when they
showed him 17 points ahead.
ACTUALLY, HE'S right
thou{:h, political polls are a
revolt:ng development, but not
for the reason he thinks.
Dukakis' complaint is that
political polls have become a
way of deflecting attention
from the discussion of substantive issues to the horse
race aspect of a campaign.
Reporters, he and other critics
say, don't want to know what a
candidate is saying anymore;
they want to know whether his
private polls show him ahead
I)r behind his opponent.
There may be some truth to
that but you can hardly blame
the polls for it. Bad reporting is
bad reporting and if the
journalistic
community
chooses to emphasize the
trivial over the substantive
i .md I'm not saying it does,
mind you, we journalists are
too serious for that, kind of), it
and not the polls should take
the heal In any case, it ill
behooves one who has made so
feeble an attempt to define the
issues in this campaign to
complain about the lack of
coverage they've received.
I BELIEVE in making information available to people
- the more the better - polls
includ'!d. If voters want to
know who's leading during a
race, they should bP told.
Pf.rhaps supporters become
discouraged and inert when
they find their candidate
hopelessly behi1:ld or complacent and inert when he is

Donald
Kaul

& 2-32 oz. Pepsis

sense of values. Now he is atlle
to reflect its concerns becau'ie
he's had a peek at the voters'
p.ards. Polls have made the
modern ;>olitician like th.·
mythical school teacher applying for a job in a rural,
Bible Belt school system.
Asked whether he believes the
earth is round or flat, he says:
"I can teach it either way."
That's a democracy of sort, I
suppose, but it leaves precious
little room for leadership.

far ahead. People with a
tendency toward lethargy will
ne"er lack for excuses.
Nobody ever said democracy
was easy. But polls are part of
the story of campaigns and
should continue to be reported.
U's the other kind of poll I
worry about, the insidious,
private "issue-oriented" polls

I WOULDN'T go that far. As
one who never lies, I would not
urge the practice upon others.
I'm more a Nancy Reagan
kind of protester. "Just say
no," that's what 1 say.
A poll-taker comes to the
thinking. It wab such a poll, for door or calls you OIl the phone.
example, that alerted the Bush He'(lr she asks: "Do you think
people to the power of the you're better off now than yoo
Willie Horton scare and the were four years ago, worse off,
strength of the Pledge of the same, or is the CIA CODAllegiance issue in the current troiling your thoughts through
the fillings in your teeth?"
campaign.
"Get lost," you say. It's as
IT IS AN innocuous-seeming simple as that. More and more
process. People arrive at your people arP. doing that, by the
door or call to ask you what way, and pollsters are worried
you think about things, how about it. It makes their polls
you react to certain issues; less accurate. Which is the
they make you feel important. reason for doing it.
Do not be flattered when
Then they take your opinions
and feed them back to you as strangers ask your opinion. If
you
give it to them, they will
lies.
only use it against you.
Respondents of the world,
There was a time when a
candidatp '"'ho ~mbodied the unite! You have nothing to lose
hopes and dspirations of his but your chains.
And a false sense of imconstituency, did so because he
shared Its life experiences, its portance.
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POLLS HAVE also taken a
good deal of the fun out of
politics. Elec~ion night used to
be an exciting time. You
stayed up late to get the West
Coast returns and find out if
your man won or lost. .i.'liow you
turn on the six o'clock news
and they've already projected
a winner. Exit polling they
call it. It's iike opening
Christmas presents on Dec. 13.
We should start fighting
back. Mike Royko, the world's
other great UkranianAmerican columnist <have I
mentioned that my name wed
to be Kowalczuk?), has
suggested that people lie to
pollsters. "A good citizen has
no obligation to cooperate with
a process that destroys the
electoral process," he said.

.

FREE Pitcher of
Pepsi or Beer (¥IIlrh

Tribune Media Services

It was the "issueoriented" polls that
alerted the Bush
people to the power
of the Willie Horton
scare and the strength
of the Pledge of
Allegiance issue in the
current campaign.
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Former Doors' keyboardist
to play tunes, recite poetry
Ray Manzarek, form~r
keyboardist for the Doors, will
present an evening of Jim
Morrison's music and poetry

~~J/~~=l ~dS~dent
Playwright Michael McClure, friend and mentor to
Morrison, will join Manzarek
in discussing the late rock
legend and the mystique of the
Doors.
Manzarek started taking
piano lessons at 5 and later
developed an interest in blues
and jazz.
While PUrSuL'lg other artistic
ventures at UCLA film school,
Manzclrek casually met
Morrison on a California
beach. The two founded the
band that later became known
as the Doors.
Manzarelt has since directed
the musical documentary
"The Doors: Live at the
Hollywood Bowl" and

producild a remake of the
Doors soug "People are
Strange" by Echo and the
Bunnymen for the "Lost Boys"
soundtrack.
McClure, a San Francisco
beat poet in the 1960s, is the
author o! "The Bear," an often
censored play.
He has received numerous
Obie awards for his plays and
has achieved musical success

by befnending Bob Dylan and
writing the 1yrics to Janis
Joplin's "Mercedes Benz."
M~lure has written articles
for "Rolling Stone" and
"Vanity Fair," in addition to
publishing his exploits as a
member of Hell's Angels.
Although no two performances are the sau.e,
Manzarek and McClule

~~4!iaS~~ce~ch

given by both artists. This is
followed by a mix of poetry
and music.
Readings will include poems
written by McClure and
Morrison. The music will be a
collage of classic Doors hits,
such as "Riders on the
Storm," and Manzarek's
personal compositions.
After fielding questions from
the audience, Manzarek and
McClure will conclude the
show with a final set of music
and poetry.
The Student Programming
Council will conduct an
autograph session for ManzareK. and McClure Thursday
afternoon on ~ first floor of
the Student Centar.
Tickets for Thursday night's
show are $6 for the general
public, $5 for students.

C~~IC~~S
Wedri·asday Night

DAttCE PARTY
Ladies .. $3 at the door

entitles you to a C'~.~~'> glass we'll
all night with the drinks of your choice

Guys. Come keep the ladies company.
Free Food Buffet at Midnight

Rt. 13 E.

Open8:00pm
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of their
Their tw<rhour presentalil)n
will begin with an opening talk

John A. Logan College sets
Alzheimer's teleconference
A~~i!~~~s thi! ~rn~eo~~
mun;ties" will be the subject of
a teleconference from 11 : 30
a.m. to 2 ti.m. Nov. 5 in the
Batteau Room of John I.
Logan Coil ega.
The seminar is designed to
communicate a brief overview
of the latest information about
Alzheimer's Disease and to
stimulate and mobilize local
communities to assess the
needs of their own citizens and
create their own response
strategies.
Scheduled speakers include
l6.\ria.m K.. A.tonaon., faculty
member of neurology and
psychiatry at the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine;
LesJey Arshonsky, developer
of the Second Generation
Program; Leonard Berg,
fal.11ity ;o'mlber of Clinical
Neurology and director of the
Alzheimer's Research Center
at the Washington University
School of Medicine; and
Carroll L. Estes, chair of the

Department of S<lCial and
Behavioral Sciences in the
School of Nursing at the
university of California.
Adm;ssion to the teleconference is $7.50. For more
information, contact Suzy
Ward at 985-6384.
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Dear Colleagues,
In about two weeks we will, for thE' first time, have an opportunity to become equal partners in the
governance of SlUe. If we fail to act affirmatively on this opportunity, the Chancellor and Board of
Trustees will have a free hand to continue their efforts to centraiize deCision making and expand the
corporate-industrial management structure at SIUC.
As you reflect on these options, we ask you to consider the following:
SIUC IEA-NEA is a democratic, faculty-run association of your colleagues. During the past four years, we
have created a broad-based, grass roots faculty organization. Our Executive Board consists of faculty
members from twelve departments and st::ven colleges, with substantial and Widespread support from
faculty across the entire campus.
In four years SIUC IEA-NEA has;
• LED THE FIGHT TO REPEAL THE 2 PERCEl'<T TAX
• EXPOSED THE ASBESTOS PROBLEM ON CAMPUS AND
CAUSED THE ADMINISTRATION TO BEGIN A REMOVAL
PROGRAM
• EXPOSED THE COSTS AND GROwrH OF THE ADMINISTRATIVEBUREAUCRACY
• LED THE FIGHT FOR SEPARATEFACULTV AND STAFF
BARGAINING UNITS
• LED THE FIGHT FOR SEPARATE BARC'AINING UNITS FOR
EACH CAMPUS
• LED THE FIGHT FOR INCLUSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
IN THE FACULTV BARGAINING UNIT
• ASSISTED MANY FACULTY MEMBERS WITH GRIEVANCES
"INFORMED THE CAMPUS ABOUT COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
"SUSTAINED THE MOMENTUM FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
IN SPITE OF 3 YEARS OF DELAY
• BROUGHT EFFECTIVE PRESSURE ON THE LABOR BOARD TO
SCHEDULE THE ELECTIONS

Our parent organization, NEA. pioneered collective bargaining among four-year universities in 1969.
The first four-year institution to bargain was an NEA affiliate at Central Mkhigan Uni\leTsit\j. lEf\ wrote the
llIinois collective bargaining law. Throughout th.3 U.S .. we represent over 200 colleges and universities
(more than AAUP and AFT combined) - including such research universi~es as the University of Maine, (he
University of Massachusetts, the University of Hawaii, the University of FlOrida. the California State
Universities, Detroit University and the Rhode Island School of Design.
In the midwest, NEA is .tillt major representative of higher education faculties. NEA represents ten
universities in Minnesota, five in Michigan, and three in South Dakota (including the University of South
Dakota). NEA university affiliates also bargain in Ohio, Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska. Throughout the
midwest, the AFT represents only six four-year colleges in Illinois.
NEA today bargains for 77 ,664 faculty and staff members in institutions of higher education, including
faculty at nine Category I Research universities and seventeen graduate degree granting ·institutions.
71,682 of them are dues paying NEA members. We think these statistics speak for themselves. We do not
need to exaggerate them, nor try to diminish the numbers represented by other organizations.
lEA-NFA's assistance to the SIUC faculty in this election reflects a long-term commitment by America's
oldest and most powerful association of educational employees. Its support comes from dues paid by our
colleagues at NEA-represented institutions throughout the U.S. The 8,500 democratically-elected
delegates to NEA's National Representative Assembly voted to devote resources to campus organizing
campaigns, including ours at SIUC.
Our friends in the UP criticize us for relying on s';aff ~upport prOVided by IEA-NEA. We are proud of the
quality, experience and knowledge of lEA-NEA staff who have worked with us at SIUC. They assist us in
carrying out the policies that we, as eiected leaders, define. How many of you, if offered additional support
staff for yoU! departments, would reject it on the grounds that you would prefer to work without assistance?

Lack of resources and support is not a virtue. UP's inadequate resources reflect the 1FT/ AfT's
inadequate commitment to SlUe:. Why has AFT drastically cut its support for Its UP affiliate? Why did it
withdraw its organizing staff fror.l SIUC two years ago? H lIT/AFT is unwilling to support its local at SIUC
now, what kind of support can tNe expect after the election?
IEA-NEA has demonstrated that it is willing and able to provide the kind of support we need now. We
can count on IEA-NEA to continue to provide the kinds of support we are going to need after the election,
when we enter Into negotiations with the administration.
Our record deserves your support on November 16. VOTE SIUC IEA-NEA.
Your colleagues,
The SIUC IEA-NEA Executive Board
David Stevens
Gary Kolb
Bary Malik
Dennis Anderson
Gretel Chapman
Debbie Greathouse
Lou Strack
Daily Egyptian, November 2. 19IAI, P~ 7
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COBA, from Page 1 - - - - said he feels the outlook for the
accreditation of both accounting degr~ is good.
"Last time (1984) the
master's in accountancy did
not receive accreditatioL
because there was not enough
productive faculty," Wu said.
"Tbe number of faculty was
not there and the research was
not there."
Wu said this and other
problems since have been
addressed.
Both Gutteridge and Wu said
the accreditation committee
stressed the need for more
research at the doctoral level

throughout the college.
However, this does not have
any impact on the decision to
reaccredit the school, Gutteridge said.
Wu said he feels the amount
of r-esearch being done is

:earg!:~da::P~:~'

a:av:

master's program, but slightly
below that required of a
doctoral progam.
"The accounting school will
hire one or two additional
professors to raise research
productivity," he said.
Wu said regardless of accreditation,
accounting

students need not worry
because the program is a
quality one and is recognized
as such bV the big eight, the top
eight aC('ounting firms in the
United States.
Gutteridge said the committee aJao pointed to a need
for more instruction in the
computer area, particu1arly in
the management of information systems.
Gutteridge said ihe college
already pr.wides Ulis form of
instruction. It is only a matter
of clarifying it with the
committee.

CONVENTION, from Page 1 - million dollars hail come from
a citizen," be said.
Quinn liaid all of the $25.000
raised by proponents m tb£
convention has come fro,.
small donations from citize."IS.
"Why did Illinois Power give
$10,000 to our opponentl!'? Why
did CIPS give $3,OOO'?" Quinn
asked. "Because they don't
want fundamental reform that
helps the citizens. II
Quinn said average Illinois
citizens should not pay attention to the media blitz these
groups have put together for
this final week before the
election and said they should
instead be looking at the bilJs
the elite have been placing on
them.

"Look at your property tax
bill. Look at your utility bill.
Look at the schools. They are

worse than they were 20 years
Iilgo."
Among the leading changes
Quinn is pushing [Dr is the
adding of an initiative
amendment that would allow
voters to bypass the legislative
process and enact laws by
petition or binding referendum.
Quinn said the present
system would work if the
Legislature worked in ways
t.hat would help the average
Illinois citizen, but he said the
Legislature bas failed to act in
such a manner.
Presently there are 22 states

and ~IOOO municipalities that
have me initiative system.
David Kenney, an emeritus
profeaaor of political science
and a member of the 1970
convention, said the belief that
a convention would jeopardize
the entire constitution is just a
"scare tactic that has been
sold to a number of groups."

Steinberg doctor
suspected abuse
NEW YORK (UPI) -

Jurors in the murder trial of
Joel Steinberg Tuesday
viewedriCtures taken at the
hospita of Lisa Steinberg's
bruise-covered body, and a
doctor who examined the
girl testified she ordered the
pbotographs out of a strong
suspicion of child abuse.
Dr. Mary Marron, a
pedi.1trician, told the jury
her suspicions were most
aroused by bruises she saw
on Lisa's lower back, an
area of the body she said
would have been nearly
impossible for the child to

injure herself.
Steinberg, 47, A disbarred
criminal lawyer, is charged
with second-degree murder
in the death of Lisa, a 6year-old girl who he raised
as his daughter from infancy without formally
adopting her.
He is accused of severely
beating Lisa in his trashstrewn Greenwich Village
apartment on Nov. I, 1987,
then leaving the girl
comatose with his live-in
girlfriend,
Hedda
Nussbaum, to go out for
dinner.

Kenney said the 90 ~t of
the present constitution that is
good would be safe and tha~
only those parts that the entire
electorate believe to be faulty
will be tampered with.
"Losing what is good is
always going to be an
arguement not to call a convention," Kenney said.

Nuclear plant gets OK to operate
WASHlJ\:GTON (UPI) The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff recommended Tuesday the Long
Island Lighting Co. be granted
permission to operate its
coutt"o,ersial
Shot"eham
nuclear power plant at 25

percent power
l';R~' staff offiCials :old an
Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board that LILCO'~ request
f"r 25 percent power

authcrization should be approved because no parties
participating in the Shoreham
licensing proceeding opposed
it.
Richard Bachmann, counsel
for the NRC staff, noted the

licensi.ng bclard in September
dismissed "rom the Shoreham

proceeding state and local
governments that had oppcsed
the 25 percent pow~r request.
The governments were throwa

out because the licensing
board ruled they had not
complied with requests for
information.
State and local government
officials have opposed the

operation of Shoreham on the

grounds that it is impossible to
devise a workable emergency
evacuation plan to protect
people living near the plant in
case of a radiation accident.
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JUDSON SPENCE

& NEW BOHEMIANS

Judson Spence

Shoot.. Rubber BcnIs
At n.e St.s

:';o[ since Prince's debut has a new
artist displayt'C! such a contab'ltlUS
soulfulness. Kl'l"P y(,ur ,,'yes on this
b'lly.·. 'CitUSl' with ilb'TH)V(' this hot.
t hi" young Mississipplan's dest iTll'd
to ht"l'oml' The !\ext RIg Thing'

Fr, III Iii,' [);llla" und''f).,'T(Jund ,..n·ne
«(Jllt·g,· radl{, darling". Edit·
Brit ·k,·11 and I he I. ,\'~ bnng I heir pop.
1"lk (I.: JMI IIb]llr:ltllln" I(J Ih",
dl'llglllfulh Irn";hllbk d,but.
11l(·ludt·" I Ill" hI!. "\\'hat [rl.m"
I"

6'f/li'!~' 12~

TrtTa/1l.11~
University Mall
On Sale Through November 16th
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Designer contest
open to students
Entries are now being accepted for the Fourth Annual
Du Pont "Antron" Student
Design Award competiticn.
Students at accredited schools
of interior design and architecture nationwide are
eligible.
The competition offers
student designers a c.'lance to
compete for recognition from
the professiond design
community as well as a grand
prize of $1,000 and category
awards of $500 each, all with
matching funds to the winners'
schools.
Participants are required to
design a commercial environment. providing the
judges ,'/ith a rendering,
drawings and a wri~ten

rationale. The design must
incorporate carpet of 10)
percent Du Pont "Antron" or
"Antron Precedent" nylon as
an important design element;
carpet and fabric samples
must also be submitted.
Entries will be judged in the
Cd tegories
of offices,
hospiu.lity facilities, health
care facilities, public spaces
and retail spaces. The com·
petition deadline is Feb. 15,
1989.

For more information on
entering this year's competition and obtaining entry
forms, please see your design
professor, ASID student
cha;ter president, pr contact
Abby Satsky at the Du P,)nt
"Antron" Student Design
Award Center. ,212.) 614-4921.

Clean reflection
William Damico, a building aervlce worker
from Herrin, cl..ns windows In the

o;outhwe.t corner stairwell of Faner Hall

Tueadayaftemoon.

ELECTIONS, from Page 1 - with 17 seats join with Likud l''i
they have since urn, Shamir
and the other right-wing
parties would have a majority
of 65 seats, according to the
results announced on state-run
Israel Radio.
Labor and its left-wing aUies
had a total of 48 seats and at
most 55 seats if the Arab
parties joined their coalition.
Both Shamir and Peres
planned to meet Wednesday
with the leaders of the
religious parties.
One religiOUS party leader
said he could join with the
party that offered the best
deal.
"We feel we have reached
independence," said Avner
Shaki, head of the National
Religiow; Party and a candidate. "We have certain basic
conditions on the land of
Israel, Jewish education and
Jewish identity. If we hear
some change from Labor on
these issues, we can
negotiate."
Shamir, s~g to joyous
supporters m Tel Aviv, said
there was no need to analyze
the totals, which were shifting
slighUy as the results came in.
"The situation looks like it
will allow the Likud to form the
government of Israel. From
tomorrow, we start the work of
making a government," the
rime minister said at party
eadquarters.
Shamir vowed to pursue the
peace process in the Middle
East. "When Likud stands in

C

TREES,

government, it will do all in its
power to brin6 forward peace
with the Arab neighbors," be
said.
A somber Peres, in an address to glum followers at the
Dan Hotel in Tel Aviv, was
pessimistic about his party's
chances, but vowed to attempt
to form a coalition.

There was r.O voting
among Palestinians in
the conquered Arab
lands, which were
sealed off for election
days.
"The results are not final,
but the approximations are
very clear, within the religious
bodies, there's an increase in
number," Peres said. "The
Likud can annex all ~ligious
parties, this is the truth, 800 it
goes against us, but we will
continue to negotiate."
Election officials said 79

percent of 2.9 million eligible
voters went to the polls, 1
percent more than in the 1984
elections.
"Both Likud and Labor are
not in a positicn to establish a
government witbout the
religiOUS bloc, which Imexpectedly won so many seats,"
said Defense Minister Yitzhait
Rabin, a Labor leader. "The
key to the decision lies with the

re~~s~· ~

potential [or a

right-wing ruajority coalition

t~k~~' ~ithi~~~~S gr:~
Technology Minister Gideon
Patt did not rule out a continuation of the current
"national unity" government,
made up of Labor and Likud, if
the small parties refused to
join the coalition.
If no coalition is formed, new
elections "will be called within
a short erne," Patt said.
The results sbowed the two
main parties had lost ground
since the 1984 election, wben
Labor won 44 seats and Likud
41.

iJt?M.
ON THE STRIP
Plate Lunch
11 ;OOam-];OOpl'l

IF NOT SERVED IN 10 MINUrES
NEXT LUNCH FREE

Chili Mac wI

from Page 1 - -

Spaghetti Noodles,
Garlic Bread,

procedures and a map showing
what trees will be affected.
The cor&mittee will have two
weeks to review the plan. If
there are any disagreements,
the committee will meet to
reach a final decision.
"With the time we took today
and the way we marked the
trees, I don't see any
problems," Schroeder said.
Cutting and trimming will
begin after the plan receives
the committee's tmal approval
and Schroeder said the best
time to begin the work will be
during Thanksgiving break or
between Fall and Spring
semesters.

Thunder Salad

$3.85

_:.L.._

BBQ Sandwich
$1.59and Fries

~.
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'Treacherous' traces obscure Nevilles
By Curtis Winston

Album Review

S!affWriter

The history of rock 'n' roll
has been treacherous to the
f'.."ew Orleans family act the
Neville Brothers.
For more than three
decades, the Nevilles - Arthur, Aar(ln, Cyril and Charles

mainstream legends as the
Rolling StO!!€'s and Eric
Clapton - at those artists'
request. Recently, they
completed a tour with the
Grateful Dead, which only last
year broye from its own 20year-oJd cl!lt band mold.
NatlOnal chart success for
the Neville Brothers has been
elusive bec!.use they have
been categorized as a rhythm
and blues band. Their only pop
hit - the ballad "Tell It Like It
Is" -went to No. 2 in 1967.

llie~~~~'fla!~Jlg~~1!:e f!

coree from the Big Easy, yet
they have b(.-en neglected by
pop historians and ignored by
a mainstream audience.
A
new
release,
"Treacherous: A Hiswry of
the Neville Brothers,"
documents the Neville triL.::'s
Img-overboked contribution
t(1 Ame!ican lTusic.
The coll.ectlon, from the Los
Angeles-based independent
label, Rhino Records, spans
the vears 1955 to 1985 and includes (';.Its ~rom rare, out-ofprint sing!es and albums and
unreleased live recordings.
THE BAND'S obscurity is
pu::zling. The Nevilles have
warmed up audiences for slJch

"TELL IT Like It Is" atr
pears on the twlrCD set as an
impassioned 1980 live performance, featuring the
smooth vocal talenis of the
second-oldest Neville, Aaron.
[n their hometown, the
Neville Brothers are legendary, having been an integral
part of the New Orleans sC'und
since the birth of rock' n' roll in
the early 19505.
Tb€ first cut on the set,

"Mardi Gras MatT·bo," is a
testament to their favorite
son(s) status. Performed by
the Hawkettes, a band fronted
by keyboar~ist-vocalist A~th'!I
Neville while he was still ID
high school, the song is a New
Orleans classic that became a
million seller through subsequent re-releases each year
during Mardi Gras.
THE COLLECTION'S strong
point is the ballads performed
by Aaron Neville. Forget Sam
Cooke or Otis Redding. While
those long-dead legends made
viable contributions of their
own, Aoron Neville continues
to contribute with his pure,
clean falsetto.
Many of the ballads - with
such nice, ballad-sounding
titles as "How Can [ Help But
Love You" and "Let's Live"are penned by Toussaint,
under the pseudonym Naomi
Neville.
Although the brothers have
been playing mU'iic since tht.y
were teen-agers, t.'tey didn't
acblally get together as a
family act until about 1976. The

band's main sound is baSically
r~ggae.

WITH ELDEST brother
Arthur on keyboards, secondyoungest brother Cyril on
'eongati, youngest broth'!r
Charles on saxophone and
Aaron singing lead vocals, the
group forms a core band that
brews a powerful blend of
Jamaican rhythm and funky
soul.
The songs "Meet De Boys on
the Battlefront," "Fea:", Haw,
EnvY,Jealousy," and "Pu-eon
the Bayou" are highlights of
the "i-leville-ized" sound with
horn punctuations, ~ildly
beating congas and all the
brothers t armonizing.
Lyrics .lren't really important It's the rhythm that
gives the songs bite. The basic
lyrics are the song titles and
are repea ted cOllStantly.
For rock 'n' roll fans with
record players, Neville
Brothers on vin:"l is hard to
find; however, th(. band is
working or.: a new album with
U2 producer Daniel Lanois for
release in January.

Lone actor
portrays life
of Van Gogh
The life of painter Vincent Van Gogh will be
dramatized in the play,
"Vincent," at 7:30 p.m.
Friday at the John A.
Logan
College
Hum: nities Center
Theater.
Admission is $4. For
reservations, contact the
College Box Office at one
of the foll.owing toll-free
numbers: Carbondale 549-7335; Du Quoin'- 5428612; Marion-Herrin 985-3741; West Frankf:irt
-

937-3438.

WELLNESS
CENTER
GROUPS Ol.
WORKSHOPS

Sorority sponsoring benefit craft show
By Beth Clavin
Entertainment Ecitor

A crafts show that will help
sponsor a scholarshlll for a
Carbondale Community High
School student will be held on
Saturday at the St. Francis
Church in Carbondale.
The Carbondale Rho Kappa
chapter of the Beta Sigma Phi
sorority is sponsorins the
J2(ts show. which will feature
over 24 :abIes of displays from
area crdfts people.
Some of the featured

exhibits include silk flower
arrangments,
crocheting,
woodworking and baked
goods. Lunch also will be
served.
Jan Ritzel, member of the
sorority, said this is the
beventh year for the crafts
show, but only the second year
the money will be used for a
scholarship.
She said in past years the
money was given to other
chBritable organizations, such
as the Women's Center or

Special Olympics.
Ritzel said the international
organization of Beta Sigma
Phi gives out several
scholarships each year.
"We wanted to follow
through with it on a local
level," she said.
The scholarship will be for ~
minimum of $300 ,and ,will be
given to a female Carbondale
Community High School
student to attend the college of
her choice, Ritzel said.
The applicants will be
~,

judged on grades, financial
needs and other work, community or extracurricular
activities, she said .•
Last year's winner, Van~a
Urban, chose to use her
scholarship at SIU-C. She is
majoring in clothing and
textiles.
"(The scholarship) really
helped a lot," Urban said. "1
used it for summer school and
I wouldn't have been able to go
otherwise."
"It gave me a taste of what
college""a.<; like," she said.
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Italian Beef. BBQ Beef.9' Sausaae'r'
& Pickle'

SetvedWitt:'sto '."':::5
wIh Cheese $;!.25
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who atll oV<>!Welght or lina ""obIcs
prOgrams too strenous. 'Includes
mIni lectures on fil!le5S "lid weight
control. An ongoing9lOUP:
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If you beli.e'.le that EXPERIENCE is a critical factor in choosing':
your next JACKSON COL~TY STATE'S ATTORNEY. thf'n take
a close look at th~ QUALIFICATIONS of Chuck Grace:
11. ~ criminal and civil trial lawyer .

..

',(..
] 30
TUESDAYS
T.~ ... "ws
In KesnarHall ClaS>tO<.'m
(1ICrOS51rom the Health Service)
AD IlrsI time birth control USeI5 must

altoond, BEFORE

making

lin

appolnlinmt at the Health ServIce.
We encourage !IO" to bring !lOur
part'ler.

12. Over 100 criminal jury trials. traffic to murder.
Ii

Presented by Barb 'Fijolelc

Mon., Wed. and Fri.

,~

Egg Roll $1.00
Won_ Tons (8) S1.00

Ohio Room, Student Cenb!r

Gentle exerdses desig~ lor thoSe

.80

SANDWICHES & Other "

I

Carrv·out" available
Mor.·Sat 11·4am·Sun 12·4am
Old Rt. 13 West of Carbondale 529.9133
~_JcL

1.65
f .80
20

.ot/ictive. Nothi,.. must be. This
discussion .ids in undelSWx/i,..
Addictions in out socMy-.
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OT clothes, a ' _ anytlti,.can be

3. Fonner Assistant State's Attorney; fonner Jackson County Public Defender;
Special Prosecutor.

14. Administered and managed Public Defender's office for 3 years, including
fiseallbudgetary responsibilities; delegation of WOI klease load management ,
responsibilities; hiring/firing personnelrespo!"lsibiliticS. and counfy:board
concerns.
..
.
r
. •..~
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15. l~ of private prac;t~ce il$ apartn~r in Murpll~bi)i6iind'C'ar1>on~te :!
'. firms gaining further law 'o1fkeadmi~istrative and management experience.
".1':,"

Former Instructor SIU CLE program ant: Illinois continuing legal'
education programs in criminal law. ~:

W. Charlfll"Chuck"

GRACE
l

VOTE fOR W. 'CHA~UES ··C~OCK" GRACE. 11 Z
JflCKSO" (OO"TY STIITE'S ATTOR"EY
OEMOCRAT
.'
Pal~ fo,. be' me ~'Qt. fm Slale', AIt~ ....e, Comm;'''',', , copy of ourreport fUed wlth t~·
Co·.~m·.' C~t:'T;'.l" \U'!'" ".1: bel d\tl',~(jU~ tor p<Jrcha.s.e

W~~le"
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Foundation
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FRI., NOV.~4 8PM'
Cottep, [t"c 4nd ~n6(k~ lOr d
nom""I~1 '-{"e" "ff:".atur~d entt;artd.lnt"r

w1th· 'opt"n nll(.·· d(,rmg brl""ClI...,
Tdstt"tul ad!! wt"!f.:omlf>Co·~pon,or('d bv the Whll"~
~ounddtl(,n

for indi\'idual cQunlcling on
iHe... nutrition. u:-xualitv
or .leoh,,1 call 536·4441

A Part Of Your

Slue Student
Health PrO&rilffi

Where tht! FALL Season Brings
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t6FALLING

PRICES.~.
Diet Coke, Sprite

Prairie Farms

Coke

Cottage Cheese

$2~,~,,~ 79~o~ctn.
Can

Umil2

Sno·White

Cauliflower

$12~8'

I
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~~"~~!:punpt",,
.
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mil\"
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On Tuesday. 11-1-88 rent one video for 99' aDd pick
out aDother movie for free!

Country Fair baa the lowest prke video department
in Soutbem Olinoil. 99' \-ideo Rental. 'I.~ N~w ReIeuea. '3.89 Video Playen.
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100 Video $3 19
"Cassette
$1 59 Tex-aCO--$-S-69
Anti-Freeze

Budget 2/~
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<:1 Gourmet
~ Rent
Get Free! ~I ~:::;;; lWO FOR TUESDAY ~ Western
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Oscar Mayer
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tfisb Nuggets

3 33
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...COfviPARE THE BOTTOM LINE
1702W.MAIN-CAR9ONDAI.f,IL·467-0381

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Country Fair Pet Shoppe Special
29 Gallon WoodgraiD
Aquarhua with fluorescent

COUNTRY FAIR, Z4-HOVRS A DA Y1
Your One Stop SboppiDg Experience
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Talk on work
and family
set at Logan

'Devil' drives youth
to set church fire

Bl' Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

Work and family
harmony is a tough
balance, the coordinator of services to
business and inc'''1>trv at John A.
...agar. College said.
To help employers
understand some of
the
problems
working parents go
through, the college
will be hosting a
teleconference from
noon to 2 p.m. on
Thursday in the
Batteau
Room,
Rebecca Borgsmiller, coordinator, said.
The teleconference
will ;nc1ude research
Informa til)n
an:l
discussions with
empioyees facing
proelems reIa ted to
working
parents,
Borgsmille:- said.
"We schedule
conferences when we
feel their :s a community need for
them, " Borgsmiller
said.
The conferences
also provide an 0pportunity for viewers
to call in and ask
questions of the
speakers, she said.
The program is
jointly produced by
Ohio State University
and Oklahoma State
University, she said.
It wili originate on
both carnpuses.

EDWARDSVILLE,
Ill.
(UPI) - A man charged with
torching an all-black church
near Alton Oct 18 said he set
the fire because he
erroneously believed it was
used for devil worship,
Madison County Sheriff Bob
Churchich said Tuesday.
James Russell Calvin, 19,
Alton, was arrested Monday
and charged with one count of
arson in th£: fire at the New
Bethel A.M.E. Church of
Roc~ Fork. He was being held
on $100,000 bond at the
Madison County Jail.
The arson was the second in
six months at the church. An
April 16 fire, which also
destroyed the church, still is
under investigation, Churchich
said. Russell, Nho is white, is
not believed to bave been involved in the first fire.
In his confession, Russell
said he had been out with

friends on the night of Oct. 17.
"They'd had a few beers and
the eODversation turned to
devil worship and cults,"
Churchich said. "Somehow
they got around to believing
that New Bethel was a cult of
some kind."
Russell, who said he was
away without leave from the
Navy, told authorites he
borrowed a friend's car and
bvrglarized and burned the
church early on the mfl'"l1ing of
Oct.lB.
"I can't make this look like it
was racially motivated
becau.<>e that had nothing to do
with his story," Churchich
said. "We have no reason not
to believe his story."
·The Rev. Steven Jackson,
pastor of the church, was
'skeptical about the story but
said he was relieved someone
bad been arrested.

--F--R-~-E--E---sCHOLARsHIPIN~RMATIoNFOR-l
STUDEh'TS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of
Flnsnelsl Aid R~n:lless 01 Grades or P·.ren"'l Income.

818ft PhvID by P.-ry A. Smith

Leap dog
Michael BerUant, senior in marketing from Chicago, takes advantage of the warm temperatures by playing around with his dog
StoU at Campus Lake Tuesday afternoon.

PE
Browns BBQ House
Monday. Thursday lOam. 9pm
Friday & Saturday lOam. lOpm
Dine in or Carry-out
New Rt. 13 & N. Williams, M'boro, IL

687·2921

• We he.. a dela bank 01 over 200,000 IIsllngs of schola ..lltps,
fell_ships, grants, and lOan., represanllng ...... S1D billion In prI..sle
MClorfundlng
• Many scholarships are 01.... to students beud on their acede!nlc
Inl_1s, cereet plans, family he,lIage and place 01 residence.
• n.,.'s money a.a'lable for studenls who ha.. bHn newspaper ca"
rIers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non·.mok........'c.
• Results GUARANTEED.

-=

I A~~E (800) 34~401
~---- ---------------------For A F.... Broc:hi.n

... ]

Twelfth Annual

Madrigal
Dinner Concert

ErtO(JGHISErtOOGH
$6,114.00 is missing from the Circuit Clerk. Jennie
Crc..vshaw's office according to John Clemons.
$4,600,000.00 will be spent on a new jail that the
people voteci against 10 to 4. It was then built over a
dump site and has since sunk 51J2 inches.

The people of Jackson County
are entitled to the best in
County Government and should
demand it.
There is a Choice.
Vote RepublicaI' on Nov. B, 1988.
Restore Honesty and Common Sense
to County Government.
Jackson County Republican Control Committee
Gale Williams Chairman
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Join our NOOk Fea8I complete
with King, Queen, Jugglers,
MagicimaB, and Pageantry
Reminiscent of
''Merrie Olde England."
December 1,~9,lo. 1988
6:45 Nightly in SIU Student
Center Ballrooms
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 7· $10.00
(or students, and $16.00

fOr non-BtudenIB

THURSDAY Dec. 8 aU
ticketll $16.00
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, Dec. 9 & 10
all ticketa $17.50

Tickets On Sale Now!
at the Student Center Central
Ticket Office
For more infornuJlion,
call (618) 536-3351, ext.. 26

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
CENTER CUT

CHOICE OF COLORS
QUALITY BATH TISSUE

COTTOttELLE
TISSUE

WITH COUPON & $20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS ~ $10.00 PURCHASE

COKE. DIET
COKE. SPRITE
Available
Flavors

ADDITIONAL COUPON
SAVINGS AT NATIONAL

SHEOO·S
SPREAD
COUnTRY
CROCK

(c.::J) (:(-)\ t'·
,,,:,> . •

.(Q)
•~.>

,,,,,,,,

3 lb. .".','J..'-'
.......)......•.•..
-, ~"'~
. ...'...".'. . ;.(. .;;1l
PKG
'
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WITH COUPON & $20.00 PURCHASE
SENOR CITIZENS ~ $10.00 PURCHASE
PRICES GOOD THRU. SAT. NOV. 5TH RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS
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Educating public on epilepsy
is Foundation manager's goal
By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

Educating people in Jackson
County and the Illinois
counties further south about
epilepsy is a goal of the
Epilepsy Foundation of
Southern Illinois during
National Epilepsy Monl.b, a
case manager at the Mount
Vernon office said.
"We need to reach as many
people in Southern illinois as
we can," Connie Hogue, case
manager, said. "Our problem
is that we are located in Mount
Vernon. We are striving to
reach people in Carbondale
and further south in the state."
The Mount Vernon office is
the only office in Southern
illinois, Hogue said. The office,
which opened in 1978, serves rT
counties, sbe said.
" A lot 01 people are not
aware we exist," Hogue said.
"People drive past our office
every
and don't even
notice us.'
The Mount Vernon office is
staffed by only three workers,
she said.
"We don't have enough
people to get out and work in

dar

the other counties," Hogue
said.
To
promote
public
awareness during November
in Mount Vernon, the foondation is advertising on
billboards, she said. To reach
people in the rest of Southern
illinois, public service announcements were sent to
newspapers, she said.
"Maybe the people can see a
news~per and know we are
bere, 'Hogue said.
The office which is funded
through ~ Department of
Mental Health, the Department of Public Aid and the
United Way, provides services
including public and
professional
information,
individual and family counseling and a children's clinic,
Hogue said.
The children's clinic baa 200
clients, she said. It is offered
on a sliding fee scale, sbe r.aid.
Two percent of the
population in the United Sta tea
haS epilepsy, Hogue said.
"That's what the percentage
is in the area. There's nothing
abnormal ~. in the
number of
e wi epilepsy
in the area," s said.

There are aboot 100,000 new
epilepsy cases each year,
Hogue said. A majority of the
casesarecbildren,sbesaitl.
"Some children can outgrow
the disorder if it is properly
diagnosed and treated,"
Hogue said.
The No.1 cause of epilepsy
in adults is bead injury, aecording to a press release from
the Foundation. Eighty percent of the people willi epilepsy
can control their seizures with
proper
tratment and
medication, the prt!b8 release
said.

ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
HAPPY HOllR
40( Drafts
'2.25 Pitchers

v~\~.

254- Hot Dogs
(9-Close)

BE

Staff Writer

Lt!gal, medical and sui).
stance abuse counseling
professionals will discuss
substance abuse in the legal
and medical professions at
6: 30 tonight in Room 102, Lesar
Law Building.
Gene Basanta, faculty adviser for the Law and Medicine
Society, said the guest
s~"-en will \ooI!. at substance
abuse in the two professions
and the methods use<i to deal
with the problem.
The speakers are concerned
about substance abuse among
lawyers and physicians and
how the problem is dealt with
in terms of counseling and
disciplinary actions, Basanta
said.

Of the four professionals,
one is from Mount Vernon, one
is from Springfield and two are
from the CaJ"b.-.Jndale area.

ru:>~to;b~':f! ~or a~

Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility at Good Samaritan
Hospital in Mount Vemon.
Basanta said Flynn works with
substance abusers and a
malor portion of the people be
treats are lawyers and doctors.

HAPPY

Hogue manages 300
re¢.stered client's ~, abe
salli. Part of her job includes
home visits of clients.
"u a person calls in I can go
to their bome and see what
kind 01 bel they need," Hogue
said. ..~ they just Deed
someone to talk to about their
disorder, I can."
"We have brochures and
presentations," abe said. "We
go to schoola and nursing
homes. U someooe wants to
learn more about epilepsy. we
will be there for them."

Counselors to talk on drug abuse
By Mark Barnett

~J>~

(3-9)

~c#e'l
DERAILMENT NIGHT 1tacl.l.q
1Oee-tt'
"/"...;;;?
60( Drafts
'3.00 Pitchers

Basanta said.
John Huffman, a m~her of
the
Carbondale-based
Lawyers Assistance Program,
counsels lawyers in the
prevention and intervention of
substance abuse. The is
program under the direction of
the Illinois State Bar
Association, Basanta said.

[).t\.~:(: It

V.t\.l?T."

Loc8tlonz lib ault
220 W. JIIcbon c..rttonMle

.....
:....,.4.'...
n"':9:00PM

PrIce: t2.oo (TIde" .....
. ..00 (Door a.......

-

RIENTAL FOODS-EAST

William Moran is a senior
staff attorney with the
Registration and Disciplinary
Commission in Springfield.
The commission has the power
to revoke or suspend Illinois
law licenses, and the commission conducts disciplinary
action against lawyers,

~.~

Thursday
5-Close

'.~' ~ . •1
'

."'~

{~~

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE!

ORIENTAL FOODS·WEST
Restaurant & Grocery
(Murdale Shopping Center) Open
7 davs a week 549·2231

Slice of Pizza
and
B oz. Bowl of Salad

51.69
Pizza Pete's is located
in the Big Muddy Room
on the lower level
of the Student Center.

HOURS:
10:30-2:00
Monday-Friday

'1.99 nch SOUP NOODLE
(SI) Ell RolllFried RicelMed. Soft Drink.
Coffe.,orTea
(S2) Meaty Beef Ell Roll &. fried Rice
(S3) Rumaki (3) &. fried Rice
(84) Stet &. Broccoli over Rice
(SS) Beef Chop Suev over Rice
(86) Chicken &. Diced Vesetabla over
(S7) fried Dumplinp (4) &. Fried Rice
(88) Chicken Soft Noodl., over Rice
(S9) Beef Ric., N oodl., over Rice
(S 10) Pork Ell Foo Young over Rice
(S 11) BBQ Beef (or Pork) Sandwich
(Homemade Hot or Mild Sauce)
(SUI Golden Brown Cbicken Winp (4)
WlStel'med Rice and Gravy
(S13) Mixed Veu:ie. (Deep Fried) (lOpe)
W ISteamed Rice and Gravy
(SI4) 2 pc. Chicken Winp &. 5 pc Mixed
Veu:ie. WlSteamed Rice and Gravy
(No s.,m"tilUta Pleue!1 (fried Ria Limited (0 Ham or
PlamONL"e,)

·Z.tt9 nch

(It', DOt juot. IOUp-. it', a meal)
Your cboice of the followi.., flavon;

Beef Noodle :ilL~~+r'l~
Seafood Noodle 'ii't·1·~~
(Witb Shrimp, Squid, &. Fi.h Cake)

Chicken Noodle ·t,~~,

;

!,~.

".

.
-

"H,~",-",~~J~,·
_,,:~.~

r

#1'

.:,~;:j~:/:~::t·=;"~& .,. :~~~:4~.?{~J$J~'.¢·
-:,v

WtdItIt lIWdHI"'OM it 11."

~~~gen"e si,2a~J-6rk~ew
York Sharp Cheddar

Cheese
Bar ........ .

It'
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~r. . .

~
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-S'"-Sf

~
~n~:I~t~l-HI~'.
,a'.
All Flavors seal test
lee

Cream ..... .
... III JWd.at . . . . at

'i."

~.

-SW011&£,

Get One 6<t. Pkg Roy3'
.U
~r. .
TOpped
~

Viking Chee<..e

ROllS ...... .

•
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...... _of ..... '1.21 • ., OIIE
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~og~
~

Get One 24·01. Btl.

Mouthwash ..

.... ................ '....
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I/!!!ft

Get One 1D-LO Bag cat
BOX FIller
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WOIl
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Pianist highlights
Beethoven concert

buyers
be artists

The Beethoven Society for
Pianists is giving a free concert Thursday night.
Korean pianist Sookryeon
Park performs at 8 p.m. in the
Law School Auditorium.
The recital will include
classical compositions by
Bach, Haydn, Bartok, and
Chopin.

By Tneres. Livinpston
Staff Writer

For some people, arts and
crafts are just a hobby,
something relaxing to do after
work.
For Dustin and Ramona
Hatch of Pinckneyville,
however, that hobby has
grown into something a little
more time consuming.
The Hatches are the
proprietors of the newly
opened Artworks, a shop that
adds creativity to clothing.
Instead of selling the usual
shirts featuring popular logos,
images or rock bands, the
shop, which opened Oct. I,
offe.s the customer the opportunity to create a personalized piece of clothing.
"It's fun for all ages. We've
had people ranging from 3- and
4 year-olds to grandmothers,"
Mrs. Hatch, a home economics
teacher at Pinckneyville High
School, said.
She, along with her husband
Dustin. who also has a fulltime job, devote evenings and
weekends to running the
fledgling business, with three
daytime employees working
during their absense.
With the help of the staff,
customers draw their own
pattern with colored paints on
a blank T-shirt.
The shirt is then put into a
spinoer, a round machine that
rotates at 400 times a minute.
The spinning causes the paint
to spread, creating the actual
design.
Finally, the shirt is sent
through a drying machine for
two minutes at 900 degrees

Park, bGrn in Busan, Korea
in 1962, received he~
bachelor's degree in music at
the Seoul National University
in 1985.
After coming to America,
she earned her master's
degree and performer's
certifica~ at the Eastman

School of Music in 1987.
Most recenUy, Park studied
at the St. Louis Conservatory
of Music pursumg her artist
certificate.
Earlier this year, she appeared at the Umversity as a
guest pianist for the Beethoven
Society's Spring Festival.
Law and the Arts will cosponsor tho! recital and belp
bring famed pianist Konrad
Woiff to campus Nov. 18 for an
all-Beethoven concert.
Donald Beattie, School of
Music professor, founded the
Beethoven Society for Pianists
in 1983.

Ailsa Maklnskl of Plckneyvl1le, an employee CIt Artworks In the
University Place Man, Carbondale, pr.pa.... to remov. a
finished custom-mad. sweat shirt from "The Splnn.r"
macttlne at the store. D.slgns ar. painted on the shirts by
hand, th.n the shirt Is placed In the splnn.r, wh.re centrlfuga'
force Is used to splatter paint.

dinating a whole look."
Mrs. Hatch said.
After being introduced to the
"Mainly people want to paint
idea while visiting friends in shirts but anything sold in the
Buffalo Grove, the couple store can be done," Mrs. Hatch
researched the idea in depth said
for more than a year, which
"We've had people come in
included a trip to New York, here and do anything from
before venturing into business. sorority emblems to landFat'etilieit to put the f\nishing
"It was in the middle of a
scapes," she continued. '.
touch on .. unique piece of snowstorm and we just
The T-shirts, which are 50
wearable art.
stopped into this store for percent cotton and 50 oercent
Customers may chose four of entertainment. We all got so polyester to avoid shrinkage,
the 19 colors offered at the involved in making the shirts are $5 each. Sweat shirts are
shop. Six colors of glitter and that we thought it was worth $11 for smaller sizes, $12 for
heat-tramferrable letters also looking into," Mrs Hatch said.
larges and $15 for extra larges.
are availible.
Besides all sizes of T-shirts, The painting process costs $5.
"The centrifugal force the shop also offers sweatFor those not artistically
creates the design, so you don't shirts, sweatpants, and inclined, T-shirts designed by
have to be an artist to do this," dresses "for someone coor- a Chicago artist are for sale .

. .________. a____~w~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•

Find The little Price
In The Large Cheese Pizza.
Call Domlno's Pizza- now and
save, Order a large cheese
Pizza and pay only $6.99. We'lI
deliver your pizza In 30 min·
utes or less. guaranleed!

Toppings ExIra

r----------------------,
$ 6 99
Large 16" cheese
pizza for only $6.99.

•

Top it oH with
generous portions of
your favorite
toppings.
Toppings al regular price.

__

_______________ •

\4IIod_,*,,-=-ongIlOtnOfW'y ""vMd_h..".c:m.raftel' Pt.eesfnay..at,

L~~"'" 0.. 0'_' Utry'"
.~ eu.orn.r~uP":"'MIM'"
a.~.

..., """" . , - -

Call 'is!

........ In<

Expires: 12/3/88

549.3030

EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
Carbondale.
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ALL
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Belushi & Belushi Wee kend
The Blues Brot~ers
Thursday
November 3
7 & 9:15pm

About last Night
Friday & Saturday
November 4 & 5
7,9&11pm

SPC Fine A.
Tray.)1 & R rts and
P
ecreatlon
resents·
Trip to the St L '
•
. Saturday N~VOUIS Art Museum
Tickets are 57 00 embel 12.1"88
bus and m~se~(~dUde~ round trip
entrance feel
Bus leaves from th
.
9:00am and will ret e Student Center at
that ~~;~~ SIU at 7:00pm
Tickets <.re avail .
located on the 3 ra~,e
in the
SFCSoffIce
Iloor
ot th
Center.
e tudent

lr__-r__~____~a~f'~~

For mar. inf ormation call SPC

Lowery campaigns I Rarick vies for 5th District
for appellate seat I Appellate Court judgeship
By Jackie Spinner

By Jackie Spinner

~~~

Staff Writer

Republican Judge Donald
Lowery said the 5th District
Appellate Court is becoming
a mecca for all the product
liability lawsuits in st. Clair
County.
"The domination of these
suits in the court system has
resulted in a tremendous
tax ourden on the ~ounty tax
payers," be said.
TDe Pope County circuit
judge is running against
Democrat Philip Rarick for
appellate court judge to fill
additional judgeship B in

;-....
'~':~'''=\$''\' ~

changing system,

too," he

said.

Lowery was elected Pope

County circuit judge in 1980.
He has work~ as a public
defender in Saline County
and as a state's attorney in
Massac County, and had a
general practice.
"I wouldn't call myself a
conservative or liberal,"
Lowery said. "I would say I

th~e~~~l ~~~d in ~rrddl:~;newhere in the
the past has been to expand
The judge earned his
the court and let the law bachelor cf science in
clerks run the court, but it is economics at SIU-C and was
up to the legislature to make ill the first graduating class
the laws and the judicial atSm School of Law in 1975.
branch must simply inThe Frata.-nr,l Order of
terpret the law.
Police Lodges, Carbondale
With the increasing Police Departml'lH and
overflow of cases in the Southern Illinois University
judicial systerr:. many of the Police have given Lowery
less important l'::sks such af; their political p.ndorsement.
filing pavers and typing The Amer.can Federation
court opinion=, have 'Deen of Sta~e, County and
left to the law derks.
Municipal Employees'
"Law is ~ver('hanging Local 415 also end,Jrsed
and the judicia' has to be a him.

Flute, organ recitals planned

"Any time the police needed
a judge, one was av..ilable,"

Staff Writer

DeJ;nocrat P~p ~ck ~s he,;:a. other policy Rarick
been m~olved In J;lUblic ~ce instituted gave people who
all. of ~ profelSSlonal ~e and came before the court aDd
88ld JUs. 13-yea~ comuuttment were fined a cha;tce to pay ~
to ~~lic ~ce more than fine in good faith through
qua~les him (or appellate public service work.
cou..1judge.
"It now bas 45 public em.
Rarick is running agaiLst ployment work sites aDd a lot
Republican Judge Donald of success," Rarick said.
Lowery for additional apRari-L.'d
of his
t
llate judge S in the 5th.
""!' S8l O!l~ .
~~
peudicial District
lmpnslive qualiflCatiODS 15 his
Ju
.
Dlinois State Bar Association's
As chief judge ar the 3rd 2nd place ranking among his 12
Judicial Court, Rarick in- opponent! before the primary
stituted a policy that placed election.

~~~ ~ ~tao:n:eJ:~J~ cJ!rwuc~!ui~~dg~:e ~
Judicial District is the only

violence cases.

judge south of Springfield to
serve on the Executive

g:~~ofw~o~~~:

and oversees the continuing
education of judges in Dlinois.
Rarick was appointed circuit
Judge of the 3ni Judicial Court
m 1980 aDd was elected chief
Judge of the 3rd Judicial Court
m 1985 and 1985. He is the chief
judge of the criminal division
of the 3ni Judicial Court ill
Madison County.
Rarick also served as city
attorney for Collinsville and as
an assistant state's attorney in
Madison County.
He and his wife, Janet, have
one SOD, Philip, 22.

Long runs for judicial bench spot
By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

Republican candidate Tom
Long said his experience as a
lawyer gives him a special
qualification for appellate
judge.
"There's a need for someone
who is coming from
representing real people on a
day-to-day 6asis." he said. "I
can take those concerns to the
appella te court. "

The Goofrey lawyer is
Music lovers can enjoy two Hall, will feature Patricia K.
running against Democrat
nights of music entertainment Dusenbury on thP flute.
Richard
P. Goldenhersh for
The
Artist
Subscription
this weekend with flute and
organ recitals sponsored by Recital will featu.-e James appellate judge A in the 5th
Judicial
District.
Kibbie
on
the
organ,
with
the School of Music.
Long said he won't condone
The Graduate Recital, to be selections from Bach, Alain
heldat8 p.m. Friday at the Old and Ropek. It will be held at 8 lengthy trials at the eXpen5eof
Baptist Foundatioo Recital p.m. Saturday at Shryock. the taxpayer.

"It's an absolute travesty
when people have to wait three
to four years for a trial," he
said. "The court must provide
speedy access without
sacrificing quality for speed."
Long, wbo calls himself a
moderate
conservative,
supports capital punishmt'nt,
tough sentences for criminals,
the rights of crime .victims,.
enforcement of child support
payments,·· stri~t
interpretation of laws, obscenity
laws, family values, and the
right of Americans to bear
arms.
' .
The 38-year-old Kankakee
native practices law at Farrell

&, Long, which ·focuses on

business transactions. Long
also holds licenses as a real
estate broker, insurance
broker, and certified public
accountant.
He served as assistant
state's attorney in Madison
County from 1980 to 1984 and as
a tn specialist from 1977 to
1978 for the firm Coopers and
Lybrand in St. Louis.
.
. Long earned his law degree
from Southern Metbodist
University School of Law in
1976, and his bachelor of
science in business and ac.
counting at Eastern Illinois
University in 1972.
He and his wife, Ginny, have
two children, Maggie and
Erin.

UNIVERSITY HOUSING IS NOW ACCEPTlNG
. APPLICATIONSFOR
."
§'1I'lUlIDIEN1f

JftlE~III1DlEM'1I' A~~II~'1I'AN'1I'
(~m.A)

POSITIONS WHICH BEGIN NEXT FALL
In order to qualify for a position, you mU8t have accumulated a total of 50
semester hours and have an overall grade point average of at least 2.5 by the
date of appointment. For additional information and requirements you mU8t
attend an interest session in the area(s) in which you wish to appl). for a
position. If yO!! wish to apply in ail three areas, you must attend a session
in each of the thr.ee areas. Applications are only available at interest sessions.

APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1989..90 STUDENT RESIDENT ASSISTANT
POSITIONS WILL BE A V AILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING INTEREST
SESSIONS.
rnoMPSQN POIJ'I.T
\iooday
Tbunday
Sunday

Tuesday
Wednesday

November 7
November 10
Nover.Jber 13
November IS
No.ember 30

9;00 PM
4:00PM
7:00PM

4:00PM
6:00PM

Lentz HaD,
Lentz HaD,
Lentz HaD.
Lentz Haa,
Lentz Hall,

tJNIyERSrrv PARK

Dining Room 5
Dining Room 5
DIning Room 5
DIning Room 5
Dining Room 5

Thuniday
Wednesday
Sunday
Monday

Tuesday

November 3

Nowmber'

November 13
November 14
November 29

4:00PM
7:00PM
7:86PM

Trueblood Hall, Westmore R.or.m
Trueblood Hall, Westmore Room
Trueblood Hal, Westmore Room

3:GtPM
7:01PM

TnIebIood Hall, Westmore Room
Neely HaD, Room 102

BRlISH roWERS
Wechlday
SuIIday

1'IIIIrIIIIJ

NoYCmber 2
NrwIaber 6
Nowaober 10
~15

7:01PM
3'.3DPM
7:00PM

Wecbsday

Nowmber 30

4:00PM

T..-,

UNIVERSITY
HOUSING

PAl" II, Daily EIYJItiaD, N~ 2.11118

7:00PM

'UNlVERSITY HOlJSIt«lIS AN EQUAL
OPPORT\HTY AFFIRMAl1VE ACllON
EMPLOYER"

3riefs

.'+.rn

PHYSICAL-INORGANIC
}tiRSAL Club will meet at 4
day in Neckers 218.
PLANT AND Soil SciencE
will meet at 5 today if
grIculture Building ROOD"
!u~

19.

ell
~

-U

.COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

III meet at 7 tonight in the
udent Center.
INTERNATIONAL PROG
AMS and services wi!
lOnsor a trip to New Orleans
er Thanksgiving Break from
ov. 18 to Nov. 23. For details,

LITTLE EG YFT Studen
rotto club will meet at 8
>night in the Stuoient Center
ctivity Room A. For details,

For Sal.
Auto

Parts & Services
Motorcycle.
Home.
Mobile Home.

Miscellaneous
Electronics

Pets &Supp/:es

•

II 453-5n4.

Classified
Directory

ll529-3841.

Bicycles
Cameras
Sporting Goods
Recreational Vehldes
Furniture
Mu.lcal
Bookl

........
.-tI'J

EG YFTIAN DIVERS Scu_ba
ub will meet at 6:30 for
usiness meeting and 7 !~~
eneral meeting tonight in ux:
tudent Center Troy and
orinth Rooms.
GAY AND Lesbian Peopl~
nion will meet at 7 tonight in
Ie Student Center
.
.oom. Plans from Awareness,
leek in the s ~ will .~
lade. For aeta lis , cal
Tideline, 453-5151.

Room.

fU

Roommat..

-

EU

'hOUDdatiO~, 816.S. ~ Ave. ~~ ~

P':':'

.r_

Duplex..

Wanted to Rent
auslness Property

Mobile Home Lots

Help Wanted

i;',

k!'e~!~~~t ~~~~tu;~t ..:' .<~:• •
[~enter Audii.urium.
tails, call54~.

Houles
Mobile Hom..

(I)

EUREKA LUNCHEON a 0
oon ~Y at· ~ ~es!~ C) -:

eme:
CapItalism, Com
unism and Christianity."
~~

For ••nt
Apartment•

For

Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted
Lost

ROTOR
AND
Wing
.ssociation of America will
leet at 7 tonight in the Student
':enter Ohio Room. For
.etails, call 456-5847 .
MATH CLUB will meet at 5
onight in Tech D Room 131.
.')rofessor Walter Wallis wil
tiscuss "Graph Models 0
J.\ccess."
iSLA TEAM Captain interes
~ession at 6:30 tonight in the
';tudent Center Thebes Room.
'or details, contact the Office
f Student Development, 453

Found

entertainment

.-

SPANISH TABLE at noon
ery Wednesday at the
,mdentCentcr South Patio.

Auctions & Sal..
Antiques
[,

Business Opportunities

Ed.

Rides Needed
Reol Estate

\8

AMATEUR RADIO Club will ~ ~
neet at 8 tonight in the Studen : : .
:enter Mississouri R o o m . , ¥ . '

Short & Lone
.........T.rn".

Auto: ...... ~~~;.,do';;~k&

All CIoaaIfIed Adverttll"il
_tbe~by 12,00

Motorcycles &. aoat.
&. ~!f!I!!U:!!!'!!!!!!!!!I

"II!

_
to appear.n .... next
day'. publication. Anythl"il
pr-.d ott., 12:00 noon

AYALA
INSURAN:E
457-4123

will"" In .... followl"il cloy'.
publlcat*I.
The Dolly Egyptian connot

De ...,oonaIbIe Ior..-. than
..... day'. Incorrect 1nNt11on.

WOMEN'S SERVICES
'orkshops: "Women and SeU~steem" from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
,jov. 7; "Women and Stress"
rom 5:30 to8 p.m. Nov. 14. Tq
gister, call 453·3655.
JACKSON

COUNTY
~uilding
Commission
neeLings will be held at 4 p.m.
)ec. 7, Jan. 4, Feb. 1, March I,
pril 5, May 3, June 7, July 5,
ug 2, Sept. 6, Oct. 4 and Nov.
at the administrator's office
f the Jackson County Nursing
orne. 1441 N. 14th St.
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.

S3S0& up
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Any refund IIIIder $2.00 will
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NFORMATION
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echnology workshop for
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_
CIoaalfledActv.rtIII"il
umagers, firu;.ncial al,alysts
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..xcep. for .hoM occoun'tudent Center. r.egistration
with .. ,obUahed credl..
eadlme
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0";36·7551 or
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Campus
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U

,

fal!

5~-7751
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Health.

\
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~
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INSURANCE

Riders Needed
~__

Hom..

GOVfIINMf!'l1 ~'1i8M $I (U
N>pOIr). DooIkI<-' tal< ~.
~_. Coli '_-617-6000.

Fr_

~

714.

Announcements

549.8433
l

.~~nJ-

Bicycles
IIC"fCUS, Incus, IICYCUS, All
.,...do. Adults. CoIl4S7..cm.
11·2....
. OJS4A/SJ

L__f~"_r~n~lt~u~r.~_J
AllTOMATIC WASHEl!. ELfC. and
"'"
"", •.,..,. 110...
aak dryw,
_ , 30
andIn.dftk.
",..., __,
red.n.... wkk... cha.... 529·3174.
1103.................. 0177Am54
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m,.

lab,... WI~ Sa,... !
S. of
UrtIv. ""all. GIanI CIty lid. 529·533'.

"·'5.... .

. .... 0719"""2

• Cash.
We Buy TV's,
Stereos, VCR's
A l·rY 715 S. III.
529-4717

·';R3L
·~M

"RENTALS
Apartments & Efficiencies
This is no trick!
Royal R.2ntals will treat you to your
choice of aT. V. or microwave.
To qualify, you must sign now
through spring semester.

It.i5:7~4 Ll .Office at 50 1,£. Col!~g~.
,

,
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The
Inter Greek
Council
would like all
those interested
in this spring's

Theta
Xi

Variety Show
to pick up
applications by

Nov. 12
Office of Student

Development

453-5714

ngratulatlons!!l

Mark
Thorton
for

making
the
team!

Quick
Trip
Grand & We!!.
Deli Special

:4
~

". .~ ~'.,:_

Bring 0 Friend

V.

When we
went fishing
we knew
we used the
right bait.
Hope we go
fishing

"'ce on • Second H009;.

" "':',.

, -c· .

I FREE 2Ooz. soda and your choice af chlpsI potato salad ar slow with a purchase of
I
our Hoogle Loaf Sub made with your choice
I of meats and cheeses.
I
I
_. ______

I

I

cou _ ---x.------'

Daily Egyptian
Student Work Position Available
Must Have ACT on File

.Clrculatlon Driver
flew Laxury
Townhouses
Highest Quality

Lowest Prices

Call:

529·1082

liiil
H:~Y
Birthday t

-Available for Spring
and Summer Semes~8rs

Congr~~lations

-early Morning Hours

Announce that
Special
Occasion
with a

-Position Begins Immediately
-Spring
20 hours per week
-Summer
16 hours pel week

Smile?!

Bedroom
906 W. McDaniel
515 S. logon
408'/2 E. Hest~r
500 W. Coll9ge 2
209 W. Cherry
5065. Dixon

529.1082

'.

l
I
I

i

I
I

.Oftlc. Assistant
-MUST have computer

Two "Thr••

I

,i

experience and/or training

-MUST have morning
work block

Applications available now at the
Daily Egyptian Business Office,
Rm 1259, Communications Bldg.
Application Deadline Fri., Nov. 9th
f '\

For more
information
Contact Chris

l

536··3311
Ext. 217

~~
i. ;I!). _1. ;..), ~ ~:. ~ 6. •. ~ 1

Illinois voters to makf3 call
on over 400 issues -ruesday

=

Education funding, home equity, waste storage on baJlot
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) Voters in 350 Illinois communities will consider local
referendums in the Nov. 8
election, with more than half of
the issues involving local tax
and bond referendums.
Of the 441 local referendums
on the ballot, 223 will address
tax and bond issues, and about
voters will be asked to spend
~ore tax money on education
10 109 school districts, according to the State Board of
Elections.
Other local questions include
consolidation of five communities in the Quad Cities
area, home equity p:-ograms in
Chicago
neighborhoodfl,
locating a major airport in
Kankakee County and the
siting of a low-level nuclear
waste storage facility in Clark
and Wayne counties.
EDUCATION AND tax officials said 87 school tax issues
and 22 school bond issues will
be consider~d, a number
reflective of lingering funding
problems for schools.
"That is reflective of two
things. First, in the rural areas
in particular, the local tax
base is eroding dramatically
because of the condltiGn of the
farm economy," said Jerry
Glaub or the Illinois
Association of School Boards.
"The other side is that the
sta te has in no way held up its
fair share of school funding."
Doug Whitley of the Iliinois
'laxpayers' Federation said.
"r think there are a JOl of
school districts. espe!'ially in

behind Chicago, Rockford and
Peoria in population.

the downstate rural areas, that
have little choice but to go
forward with these proposals."
SEVEN SCHOOLS consolidation proposals will be
presented to voters in 19
downstate school districts,
Glaub said.
"They're making a choice.

~~:fde:te ~:Q:e ~:b~t ~':i

pay a premium to keep their
SChools," he said. "There is a

Voters i,1 East Moline.
Moline. Rock Island.
Coal City and
Hampton will be
asked whether they
want to merge into a
Super City
third alternative - do nothing
and have bad schools."
In other proposals before
voters, the state could be on
the way to having a ,1E'W fJurth
largest city. Voters in five of
the eight communities in the
Illinois Quad Cites area East Moline, Moline, Rock
Island. Coal City and Hampton
- will b~ asked whether they
want to merge into a so-called
Super City that would rank

Editors show distaste
for presidential race
United Press Intemational

The bulit of recent
newspaper endorsements went
to George Bush, but editorial
writers had little heart for
their choices and little
stomach for the 1988 election
campaign generally.
The New York Times gave a
qualified endorsement to
Democrat Michael Dukakis,
saying he "tips a clOf.ely
balanced scale" over B~h.
The Minneapolis Star TrilJune
also endorsed Dukakis, but
Bush received backing from,
among others, The Miami
Herald, The San Antonio Light
and The Seattle PostIntelligence" .
are excerpts from
~:::;!-;;!ts:newspaper enHere

-The Times: "On the eve of

~~~:a m~te~cnfi:ic:
reduce the deficit, Mr. Bush
pr(j~'l8es,
needlessly and
recklessly, to give away
billions to the rich. Far from
putting out the fire, Mr. Bush
would pour on gasoline. ...
Getting America out of bact; is,
by far, the next presid'~nt's
mOISt urgent iob. Who's likely
to do it beUer'i The answer tips
a closely balanced scale - to
Michael Dukakis."

-The Miami Herald: Bush
is "a seasoned leader with

~r:":is ~tee'!,~1 thehi~mr:t

technocrat. The nation does!}'t
need an ili-defined iceman; it

needs a presidC"!lt."

Tr~b~~:: r.g~k:krs~;iS s:::t~

com.ings al a candidate were

overshadowed by Bush's
"sleazy campaign shots at
prison furlo'Jghs
and
Dl.!lul~i:;' .. pet aiotism."
_The San Antonio Light:
"We do not believe fr.e voters
of this nation are comfortable
with the choice thE:;' must
make between U:.c:se two major
candidates. Yet, one of these
men on Nov. 8 will be elected
president ... After all is said
and done, Bush "as more
experience in governing."
_The Seattle Postlntelligencer: "While we
disagree with a number of
George Bush's approaches to
.ational problema, we believe
nim to be an intelligent and
competent man who will work
diligently on the nation's mOllt
vibil interests."
_The Oregonian: Bush
exceptionally practiced at
bringing people of differing
outlooks under one umbrella.
His leadership style would
incline to cooperation,
reasoned discourse and high
ethical tone."
_The Charlotte (N.C.)
Observer: "Michael Dukakis
may not be the guy you'd most
like to go fishing with, but
America doesn't need a fishing
buddfi - it needs a skilled;

"is

~,:~~,:n~ :a!:cnda~~

suited to meet the chall~ett
our next president will face. '
_The Denver Post:
"Americans are forced to
chOOlle between two good men
running twt' bad campaigns.
After wiping away thf mud
fl'9m both ':2ndiciates, The
Post believes George Bush is
the better ~hoice.'·

PROPONENTS OF the plan
sav it would consolidate the
toWn's economic development
and leadership resources for
the benefit of the region.
Opponents of the plan fear
higher taxes and say they are
satisfied with their local
go'·"rnments as they are.
For i.be merger to take
place, a majority of voters in
each of the three largest towns
- Moline, East Moline and
Rock Island - would have to
agree to the consolidation
plan. If the referendum fails in
any of those three cities, the
merger plan iails. Coal City
and Hampton join the SI!.,er
City only if their three
neighbors agree to merg(·.
VOTEhS IN 625 precincts in
13 wards of Chicago will decide
whether to establish home
equity programs to insure
homeowners against falling
property values under a
program approved last spring
by the General Assembly.
Voters will decide whether to
pay higher rea! esta te taxes,
estimated to renerate $4
million annually, from which
homeowners would be reimbursed if property values have
declined w:,en they attempt. to
sell their home.
The referendum will be on
the ballot in predominantly
white neighborhoods. Mayor
Eugene Sawyer vetoed a city
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6401(.

Mono Monhat· ,

2 Floppy Disk. •

V~

Adapter. Printer Inrerioce. AT Style Keyboard

\.~ i:si F. WE NOW CARRY THE COMPLETE
~~~ ~";~

LINE OF SHARP LAP TOPS

Hundreds 01 additional IIems In stock. all at 41).70% all retail!
N............. 51*1011
Sa'iloun, EGA _Itor EGA Cord •• "499
Logltec:h
510' NX 1000 ••••••.•••••'2.19
!"FS Firs' Publloher . . • 'I39
ZOOM Ext.moI2AQO. ••• •SWI
MS DOS w/GW ....k. " $109
s.ogot. 30 Meg KII ..... .$329
ZOOM 2AQO. • • • • • • •• .$149
510r NX 2400 Upon prinl.r '399

MouN'

Computer Warehou.. 618.893.4412
1 mile south of Cobden, IL on old Rt. 51

Wednesday
Night Vflipeout
3 Beers fOf a Buck
2 for 1 Speedrails 9 .. 12 pm
Cuervo Shots $1.00
SchnappsShob.75¢
Join

I RAMADA

Mixrndst"r~
own

INN

"G-Man"
(scratching & iammmgl )

Located at the Student Center Crosshalls

This wvek·, Special
10/31 .. 11/5

14 lb. Chili Dog
and
Small Fry
'1.95
Look for Next Week's
Specials
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Blackjack dealer's intuition
leads him to support Bush
Vegas man wishes
top candidates
would stop games
rum on his own pet issue:
foreign
cwnership
of
businesses in America.

By Patrick E. Gau tn
St. Louis PO"i-Dispatch
Editor's note: The St. Louis
Post-Dispatch recently sent its
reporters around the country
to gather interviews with
ordinary voters who will help
CD,JOSe the next president. i'his
one story in a series.
LAS VEGAS -- Paul L.
Goode ,""orks on an assembly
line of sort.", laying d:;-,;,rn
deuces and queens, treys and
~,ruttingon16ands~nilin~

on 17 in the glittering casino at
the Golden Nugget Hote!.
He shuffles, deals and rakes
in the crups, then shuffles,
deals and ~ys out the crops,
hundreds o. times a day.
His game of blackjack is so
practiced that occasionally be
loses track of the players'
faces. Once, be even dealt
three hands befoi-e noticing
that a player was his mother.
The American voters are
gambling a lot more on the
presidential election than
Goode's mother ever gambled
on blackjack.
THA T'S WHY Goode is
disappointed that the dealers
in the big-s~kes game of Nov.
8 also seem to have lost track
of the players' fares.
"There's a void in politics
today," complained Goode.
"They talk a lot about what
they would do, but they don't
hear the beat of the people."
So Goode, ~king into account that he \s 41 and
becoming more conservative
with age, plans to vote for Vice
President George Bush. But
neither Bush, the Republican,
nor Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis, the
Democratic nominee, has paid
enough attention to public
worries about cutting the
national debt and keeping
inflation in check, Goode said.
They also haven't satisfied

"IT'S
GETTING
dangerous," he said. "Prr;tty
soon we'll all be workIng for
foreigners."
Goode readily recognizes the
parallels between .blackja~
dealing and assembhng eRrs 10
his hometown of Detroit both are repetitious and
relatively boring.
But he said gambling enter~inment isn't nearly as
dependent as car sales
on
the condition of the national
economy.
"I think my job is satt:, no
matter who wins," said GoodP-,
~ng a break from an arcshaped table covered with
green felt, where he stan~ 40
minutes out of each hour, eight
hours a day.

m:e

HE HAS lived in Las Vegas
and watched its almost unbridled growth for 26 years.
"Even during recessions, we
have done very well here," he
said.
Indeed, gambling elilployment in Las Vegas seems
resistant to all but the deepest
economic setbacks, said a
spokesman for the Nevada
Department of Employment
Security.
Goode's own employer, the
Golden Nugget, doesn't seem
to worry much about the
economy either. Its new hotel,
although still just a structuTal
skeleton that won't open lOT Ii.
year, already dominates the
skyline ot the bustling Las
Vegas Strip.
With economic issues set
aside, Goode said he would
base his presidential vote
partly on concern about crime
and partly on intuition.
LAS VEGAS is no more
dangerous than other cities,
Goode insisted, but he said he

LOCAL, from Page 2 1 - version of the program and
black legislators opposed the
plan, claiming it was racist
and designed to protect investments
of
white
homeowners who fear
declining values in racially
changing neighborhoods.
TWO ADVISORY referendums 0: special interest to
Nuclear Safety Departioent
officials will be held in Wayne
and '::lark counties, where
voters will voice their opinions
on whether to build a low-level
nuclear waste storage facilit.y
in their counties.
The state must open the
facility by 1993 to dispose of
low-level radioactive waste
produced JO Illinois and
Kentucky. One site near
Martinsville in Clark County
and several sites in Warne
County are undergomg
scientific evaluation and a site
could be selected by late 1989.
"We are attempting to site
the facility in a willing community," said Paul Seidler of
the Nuclear Safety Department. "'the local governments
have been supportive
the
project. The key thlng we have
to look for is whether the
outcome of the referendums
effects the local governments'
positioD8."

r:

In Wayne and Clark
counties voters will
voice their opinions
on whethe, :0 build a
low-level nuclear
waste storage facility.

ARNOLD'S MARKET

.~~ All 12pk Pepsi Products '2.79
Choice Stew .... '1.99 1lib
FIeld laked Ham '3.79 1lib
folger's Coffee all grinds 390%, ·5.

believed there was a risk of
"complete CMOS" at the hands
of vigilantes unless the
national dr.lg and crime
problem is capped.
He sees Bush more than
Dukakis as the man to do it.
Goode said that his exposure
to a wide range of gambie.rs
had boned his instincts about
people and that the trait ht~
valued most was composure.
"In my bl'Siness, you might
have everyllling going all right
one minute, have a cheater the
next and someone with a heart
at~ck the next. 'lou learn how
impor~nt it is to remain
calm."
For a president, he said, "I
look for calmness, someone
who will not overreact in a
situation."
Bush SI->ems calmer than
Dukakis, he said.

LocatedlUlit 1'10 mil. . aouth of
on 51. Open 7 days a W
7amto lOpm

~mpu.

One Campaign
That Never Endse
Qua/itt, Copies
FDrAiI

kinko·s·

the copy center

IN FACT, Goode explained,

"I am generally more com·
fortable with George Bush. A
lot of l>eDp'.e are saying a lot of
bad thiruis about Dan Quayle,
but I ft!e.i !:umfortable with
him too. I'm uncomfortable
with Michael Dukakis. 1 don·t
know why. I read him, and it's
something."
Goode said his views had
turned more conservative
since he last voted for a
Democrat for preSident,
Jimmy Carter in 1976.
He said that he and his wife,
who recently began work as a
rookie blackjack dealer at
another casino, and their 14year-old son were comfortable
and content.
Goode said he felt sorry for
people who had more at stake
in the election than be and his
family.
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Watch for Kmko s .
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. election coverage,on .

" NBC: CBS.·"CJC~N

,
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201 Washington

JEREMIAH'S .~
Surprlser Sultcaser \Vererkernd
Forl

Leaving Fri.,Nov.4th Returning Sun .. Nov.6th
Inclades: Transportation,)odging and

'100 CASH

winnerp.ays for all food &
additional expense

• Must be 21 to enter.
• Double accommodation.
·Must be present to win.
• Winners leave from Jeremiah's after drawing

"YOU REALLY ~ke a
chance when you vote for
someone for presiaent," said
the man who knows the
busines6 of taking chances.
"If I were to make a bet on
it," be concl'Jded, "I'd giv~ at
least 2-t0-1 odds agamst
Dukakis."

• BRING YOUR SUITCASE!

TO"ITE IS YOOR LASt ~HfI"CE TO EItTER!

Drawing 10:00 pm FRI •• HOV 4th
Original 3 for 1 Happy Hours 4-6, 9-10

Werd ••

Scrippa H"waTd New. Service

"C Stoll

DON'T BE A VICTIM!
PROTECT YOURSELF
WITH CURB

PIlO'rICTION THAT PIlOTICI'I POUCL._
CN Formula Tea" Gao Is UMd al..-t ••clu_1y by ~aI.
and lDcaI law Enfatcem...t agenci... to prot«, their
officers. CUMl'a CN T_ Gao Formula will completely di .....

S_.

anattac"'rwir'oina ... ,~

NOW AVAILA... IO THI PUILICI
IN KANKAKEE County,
voters will participate in an
advisory referendum on
whether a third major airport
for the Crucago area should be
built in the northern portion of
the ::ounty. State and regional
officials are considering a new
airport to relieve congestion at
O'Hare International Airport
and Meigs Field.
Danville voters will cODSi!!er
an advi&ory referendum
asking thll city to study
whether electricity is
available at cheaper rates
than provided by Illinois
Power Co.
In Pekin, a referendum will
be conducted on whether
citizens want to proceed with
efforts to become the site of a
federal prison for minimum
and medium security inmates.
The prison push is supported
by the Pekin business community, but opposed by some
local resider.ts.
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Although perfect" . . for pet.-t ,...-tlan. CUB'. anly
..... available for law ~t _ . Now. IhrougII <a
dIetributIan .......... "nth .... manufactur..- of CUB. WE AIlE
AILE TO OFFBI THIS IMI'OIITAHT PROTECTION TO THE !'UIL.

IN A PacbtlP_ . . model for only ".95.

(GnIup~

CMIIlaIJetor ..... oI25cw_. Write For DetoI.. )

CUHOPPOIrfUNmmU

c...

IILLI ON ....., and aftara ,ooIr organlzotlan an
.xcallom ........... Ity to .... bie profitt by holding a CUB
FUNOIIAISEII. individual, can profit by becoming a dirKt
d1s1rlbu1or of a.a.

Moll to 1t.....I... 216 S. Main St.

Taylorville IL 62568
---·-----------------CLIPTHISCOUPON-------------------OPI_ send_CURB units @ 8.95 each Cadd I.50Shlppl"tlll HandlIng _ _ _ Ta~1 Ene. ')
o P I _ send CURB fundraillnaJGroup Information
oPlIIO$4I ..nd Individuol Direct Distributor Information
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Addres. _____________________________________________

~

City ____________ State _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ Phone'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Organization _____________________ Number of Members _ _ __
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By Jeff Mac Nelly
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Leonard charges boxerwittJ not.promoting fight
By Dawe Raffo
UPI Sports Writer

"/ feel sorry for a guy like Ray Leonard, who's
LAS VEGAS, Nev. <uP!) Ray Leonard, who expects accomplished as much as he has. This is
Donny Lalonde to be un- going to be the fight that will end his career. "

cooperative in the ring Monday night, charges the light
heavywf'ight champion has
failed to coopera te in
C~~oting their double title

Lalorde's World Boxing
Council light heavyweight and
the new ¥'BC super middleweight championships will
t.~ at stake Monday night. If
Leonarti wins, he will become
the first boxer to win world
championships in fi'/e
divisions.
Leonard and Lalonde W!U
divide the money generated by
the bout, with the bulk coming
from pay TV. Leonard is expected to earn $15 million to
Lalonde s 1,5 million. With no
guarantees, the boxers have
been willing tf) do media interviews and make public
appearances, but Leonard
says Lalonde has not done his

-Donny Lalonde

fair share.
"I don't think he's hurt the
p'romotion, bu~ he hasn't done
It justice either'" Leonard said
of his opponent. "He should be
doing more to promo~e the
fight.
"U he wants a piece of tl:e
pie, he shoul..! do his part. "
Lalonde says he has
rooperated with all the groups
r .lIming the promotion. They
include Caesars Palace, where
the fight will take place; Titan
Sports, v.. hich runs the pay TV
operation; and Coors, the beer
company which has a longterm deal with Leonard and
kicked in $4.5 to sponsor the
bout.
"I've done everything asked
of me," said Lalonde, a
Canadian who was little known

despite his title before signing
to fight Leo!l8r-d.
"I know atat Caesars, Titan,

i;:~':~ ~f;f~~!~~

this with Ray. I don't know
why' he's doing this.
, I feel sorry for a guy like
Ray Leonard, wbo's accomplished as much as be has.

~ w~ ~~~~toca~~~

figbt
There have been no complaints from Caesars, Titan or
Coors about Lalonde. But
Leonard has a list of
grievances that includes
Lalonde's refusing to wear
Coors T-!;hirts to turning down
television interviews and
public appearances.
Leonard also accuses
Lalonde of forgetting who is

the star of the show.
When Leonard first agreed
to end his latest retirement to
fight Lalonde, the two seemed
friendly. They would use the
pre· fight buildup to bring
attention to child abuse
(Lalonde's cause) and antiapartheid (Leonard's). But
once their media tour began in
late August, all cooperation
went out the window.
"The two or three weeks on
the press tour were hell,"
Leonard said. "I new on the
same plane as him, and
Lalonde and his people were
rushing to get on the plane n.... t
and put thcir luggage on last.
Then we did a commercial (or
Coors and he was uncooperative.
"I felt like I just started out
in my professional career,like
he was the star. I thought, 'If
he thinks he's the big star now.
how's he @oing to feel Nov. 7.'
He must think. he's going to
knock me out."
Lalonde said Leonard's
charges were unfounded.
"I think the days of playing

who gets the best seat are
over, I stopped playing that
when I was about 10 years
old," said Lalonde, who i .. 28.
"During the press tour Ra~
tried to get insIde my hel'.!, It
didn't work. He tried to plant
subtle seeds inside my head
about his confidence.
"I
don't
get
into
psychological games. Once the
bd.l rings, it's just him and I."

Leona"d, a 32-year-old from
Potomac, Md.. is a 3-1 favorite
over Lalon1e. Leonard won an
upset 12-rour.d decision over
middleweight
champion
Marvin Hagler ApriJ 6, 1987 in
his last bout. The victory ran
his record to 34-1 with 24
knockouts and gave him world
titles in the welterweight,
junior middleweight and
middleweight divisions.
Lalonde, 31-2 with 26
knockouts, won the 175-pound
title with a second-round
knockout of Eddie Davis last
November and defended it by
stopping Leslie Stewart in five
rounds May 29.

New boxing organization sanctions Friday's bout
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI) weight classes if be wins.
In a perfect boxing marriage.
But, in t.:lis age uC inflated
the new World Boxing titles, will the public buy it?
Organization has sanctioned Fans already have difficulty
the Friday night Tb(...nas keeping track of boxing's
Hearns-James Kinchen fight champions with three titl&as a world super middleweight holders recognized in each
title bout.
weight class.
Tht' WBO hopes its sanction
The 168-pound super midwill give credibility to the dleweight ruvision is new, and
spinoff group, while Hearns now a new governing group
can claim to be the first boxer wants to get in the act.
i.O earn world titles in five
"For me, it's the best thing

Sports Briefs
Nike 3-polnt shootout today
Registration for the Nike 3-Point Shootout will close at 7 ".m.
today. The preliminaries are also scheduled for .. p.m. today. For
more information about the semifinal and ~inal rounds, contact
Sarah Simonson at 536-5531.

Fall hunting clinic offers rules, regulations
A hunting clinic is scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m. on Monday in the
multi-purpose room of the Recreation Center. Hunting safety
practices, regulations and restrictions and hunting areas within
Southern Illinois will be discussed.
The clinic is cD-sponsored by the Illinois Department of Conservation. For more information, contact Rick Waldrup at 5365~1.

Three-day swimming stroke Intstructlon class
Instruction on swimming strokes will be from 7 to 8 p.m.,
Tuesday through Novemeber 10 at the Rec Center pool. Cost is $3
for students, faculty and staff.

Rhoades to speak to Boosters on Thursday
Head football coach Rick Rhoades will be the guest speaker at
noon Thursday at the Boosters meeting at the Ramada Inn.

c5PC Exp't£~~LaE. cII'tt~
(Former Keyboo~di$t of)

.~VAe:;
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convenient for Hearns because

his fight comes ~ days
~ore Ray Leooar:d tries for
~ fourtli and. fifth wor~d
tiUes. Leonard will try to wm

the World Booting Council's
light heavyweight and sU'pcr
middleweight crowns a~aUlSt
Donny Lalonde Monday night.

"It's not a race for me,"
Leonard said. "U he can get it
this way, fine. It dl,leSn't bother
me. God bless ~. I never
think about these tbings."
The WBO was created by
former members of the World
Boxing Association wbo failed
to gain control of that group.

R".n."rt,\rv

-Dance - Theater-

Presents

Shryock Auditorium

General Admission $4.00
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Located on the 1st floor-Student Center

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
10/31 .. 11/4
U

Cakes and Sausage"
2 Pancakes
and
2 Sausage Patties

$1.45

MICHAEL McCLURE
Obie Award Winning Playwright

IFriend & Mentor of JIM MORR
An Evening of Poetry, Music
& Spoken Word
THURSDA Y NOVEMBER 3, 198e
TOMORROW 8:00 pm
BALLROOMS C & D IN THE SIU
STUDENT CENTER
TICKETS: .,.OO-SIU Student. ".DO-Publlc
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"I think it will get a lot of
publicity. It (the WBO) was
something that was going to
happen regardless if I was
gomg to fight for the title or
not. I can't kIlock any of these
sanctioning grou~."
"No, 1 don't think the public
will buy it and 1 don't care,"
said Bob Arum, r.romoter of
Hearns-Kinchen. 'My feeling
is
the otber boxing
organizations, particularly the
WBA and WBC, have not done
a good job."
The WBO's price is right for
Arum. They are charging no
sanctioning fees for the fight.
"They gave us one freebie,"
Arum said.
The WBO is especially

P'tE.~E.nt~:

RAY MANZAREK

-"'''-0110b/8 or Ihe Student C"nter Cenlral r,ckil'lt OIfJc:.;

that could've happened" said
Hearns, who bar. beld tiUes in
the welterweight, junior
middleweight, middleweight
and lignt heavyweight
divisions.

1IiiI.....h<:;a;;Oiiflll'-

We're open Mondav through
friday - 7am to 130pm

Noble is a key factor
in 3-match win streak
By Llaa Warna
Staff Writer
1

Slaff Photo by Alan Hawes

S.nlor outside hitter Tart Noble, who I..de the
volleyball t. .m with 202 dlge, mall.. a

d.t..,alve ..ve sa Eath Wlnutt (17) a..lata on
the play.

GA T£WAY CONFERNCE
VoUe,o.11 Sl.Indlngs

Aggressive, serious and
confident are all words that
can describe Ten Noble's
volleyball performance this
season.
The senior outside hitter is
stepping forward aggressively
as the team leader in digs (202)
and is second in aces (29) and
second in total kills (~18i.
;.Joble has led in kills and
digs in seven matches so far.
"I don't understand bow I
have been kill leader," Noble
said. "Lori (Simpson) and
Nina (BraettIns) are so
powerful that I wonder wby
I'm kill leader. My kills come
from roll shots or off blocks.
They are not kills that hit the
floor."
Noble had Z7 kills and a .243
hitting percentage in the
Salukis' two victories over
Bradley and Western this
weekend.
Brackins and Noble are
required to d!' 64 kills
everyday at pracbce in order
to be in proportion with their
total attempts.
When digging the ball, Noble
reads the opposing hitter.
"I'm usually right there and
pop the ball up. Sometim:lS I go
out of the (team) system and
go on my own. Eight out of 10
times I hit the ball up."
Statistics show only part of
bertalent.
"I'm more serious this year,
but I'm not going to be 80
serious and take away the
fun," Noble said. Her motto is
work hard, win but still have

IlUno~~
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fun.
Her confidence comes from
being a th.-ee-year starter. "I
know 1 can do it. 1 take one
practiceata time."
"I want my experience to
come out," Noble added. "1
don't want to sit back. 1 like to
feel I'm needed, if I don't, I
closeup."
Tbe team's communication
has improved Noble said.
"As a whole we are more of a
team. We give feedback on our
mistakes and we are not afraid
to criticize," Noble said.
Noble believes the team
mllSt improve on defense in
preparation for future matches.
"We tend to relax on defense
when we're ahead. We need to
be on the upsweep, es~ially
Wbt>ll we have a lead, ' Noble
said.
Noble is battlina a cold but
she said when shehas a cold it
makes ber work harder.

TUNE, from Page 2 8 - - - - - - - - - - - That public display wasn't
lost on the players, it seems.
Tbe team went on to win three
straight conference matches

for a 4-l league record. But
above all, the players started
talking to each other.
Chief among the talkers now
is senior setter Sue Sinclair,
whose job it is to call plays and
make switches in the defensive
alignment as the need arises.
Though she says com·

munication on the court is not
constant, it is improving.
Western Illinois went the
distance againsL the Salukis in
the first game, losing 15-13.
Hunter had called a time out
with the Salukis trailing 13-9,
though. "It still goes haywire
when an individual player goes
on ber own," Hunter said. "So,
they still have to be coached
with 'friendly reminders.'"
Communication is a typical

topic in those time outs, of
whicb Hunter had to call
several after Bradley took: the
first game in Friday's match.
"That was one of those things
we had to talk abot!t in time
outs," Hunter said. "But once
communication became integral in what we were doing,
it wasn't a prolllem."
After Western lllinois finally
succombed to the Salukis,
Hunter was moved to describe

her players' performance as a
"true team effort."
The Salukis are r!aying with
more confidence, especially
big golDS Ten Noble, Lori
Simpson, Nina Brackins and
Amy Johnson. With defending
champ Northern Iowa and
undefeated Illinois State still to
go on the conference slate, it's
going to take more communication and cooperation by
the Salukis to overcome these

stubborn opponents.
The team is in the midst of a
three-match win streak, the
longest of the season. Tt
coincides with Hunter's first
ban on the Walkmaos. According to sports lore, the
C'luse for somethiflg as rare
and precious as a streak must
always be hanored.
For the sake of tle streak,
lea ve the Walkmans at bome.

O.,en 9-Ball Tournament
Advance Registration Preferred
2:00 Play Begins

Ask the "Professor" for details
517 South Illinois
549-STIX
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Women's team hit with injuries
By Robert Baxter

Clinical Psychologist
Pharmacist
Physical Therapist
Veterinarian

Staff Writer

Senior center Cathy Kampwerth aHempts a shot as Kerrl Hawes
(center) moves In on defense during practice at the Arena.
Kampwllrth Injured her knee at Tuesday's practice.

BUSCH, from Page 28-beat it knocks on your head a
little bit and the confidance
goes away."
Despite
Harvey's
actJ1(:wledged talent and the
fact that he is only a freshman.
Busch said he is not in the big
man's shadow.
"\ nave llt"oven myse\i, now
It is up to him to prove himself
In practice :.nd in the games,"
Busch said.
Busch's true talent has not

~

yet been reached, which is a
positive commodity for the
Salukis. McCullum said.
Busch said his overall focus
IS to compete as competitively
as possiblt:.
"1 am just trying to give
Southern Illinois the best years
I can. ulld show the crowds
what I can do. If I can do that,
then things are going to
happen."

...

The women's basketball
team may hayt: suffered an
early season setback Tuesday
at the Arena, as senior-center
Cathy Kampwerth twisted her
knee and went down hard in
practice. Diagnosis as to the
extent of her injury was still in
doubt late Tuesday night.
Sally Perkins, women's
athletic trainer, said that
Kampwerth would see a
physician today. Coach Scott
could not be reached for
comment.
Last season Kampwerth led
the Salukis in field goal percentage <'5(8) and free throw
percentage <'771). She was
also the second player of the
evening to go out of practice.
Senior point guard Deanna
Sanders, sat on the sidelines
most of practice with ice on
her injured shoulder. According to assistant coaches
the extent of her injury was not
serious.
"Deanna just needs a couple
days rest at this point," Julie
Beck, assistant and recruiting
coordinator said.
Also on the sidelines was
freshman Grace Johnson who
is suffering from tendonitis she
suffered earlier in the week.
Beck said that Johnson will
see a physician Thursday.
George lubelt, assistant and
bench coach for the women's
team, said that minor injuries
had been prevelent thus far in
the season
"The kids are in good shape
for this early in the season,"
lubelt said. "Bl:t we've had
several mi'lor injuries where
they would be out for only one
or two days."

The Air Force can make
you an attractive offer - outstanding comp&nsation plus
opportunities for professional
development You can have a
challenging practice and time
to spend with your family while
you serve your country. Find out
what the Air Force offers. Call

CAPT EARL THOMPSON
314-434-9555 ~OLLECT

We have everything for
your dog.
Flexi .. Mat
Furniture
• Dog sweaters
coats & raincoats
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Beck said the athletes had
kept themselves in good shape
during the preseason and this
had probably prevented any
serious injuries up till now.
"We start out really quick at
the beginning of the season,"
Beck said.

~

Conditioners

2 for 1 & 1 C fish sale every Wednesdoy

More than just a fish storR'

Murdale Shopping Center

549-7"J.ll1~:5~dS~~t
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~ CATFISH&CARTER
Bud
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Bud Light
80 #l~ Miller
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Coors
Light NIGHT
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Former AD Sayers makes new career with NFL
NEW YORK <UPI) Twenty three years have
passed and no one has scored
sixtouchdowns in an NFL
game.
Gale Sayers, at 45 and
despite six knee operations,
looks only sli15htly less in shape
than the 1965 rookie who was
the most recent of the three
NFL players to score six times
ina game.
The former Chicago Bear,
an early riser when he was the
roommate of Brian Piccolo,
wakes up at 4:30 every morning - "beca~e that's what
time my body wakes up; I'm
on the golf course by six" and is up until about midnight.
Four hours of inactivity per
day is still enough.
Sayers was in Philadelphia
Monday night when Eric
Dickerson, in Indianapolis,
went on a nationally televised
tear for four touchdowns by
3: 13 of the second quarter,
threa tening the record shared
by Sayers, Ernie Nevers and
Dub Jones.
As Dickerson romped
through the Hoosier Dome and
the Denver Broncos, Sayers
was &t a Halloween party.
With h:>mes near Chicago and
Phoenix and his own com}llter
supply company, he hardly
needs to go w Philadelphia for
a treat. Or New York the next
rrorning, or Tampa.
Sayers' visits to NFL cities
are in conjuction with his
position as the sponsor's
spokesman for the NFLsanctioned Rookie of the Year
program. Each of the 28 teams
has a rookie candidate, who
selects a charity to receive
$1,000 from Old Spice. The
Rookie of the Y".ar's cause
receives $25,000. Monday night
Eagles tight end Keith Jackson
held a fundraiser for the
United Negro College Fund.
The charity aspect appeals
to Sayers, the former Chicago
Cancer Society chairman
whose life changed when
Piccolo died of cancer at the

Gale Sayers, former SIU-C athletic. director, Is 8 spokesman for
the NFL'. Rookie of the Vear charltle. program. Sayers Is
shown above in 1976 when he was chosen a. AD. George Mace,

a former vice president with the University, Is seated beside
Sayers, who gained fame as a running back for the Chicago
Beers.

age of 26.
football."
"It comes up all the time,
Now, there is so much else
everywhere I go - especially that Sayers claims he'd be
from people that are 25 and unavailable to enter an NFL
under - th~y remember me as fron~ office - a goal all 28
Brian's Song (the movie about teams denied him when the
the friendship between Sayers Hall of Farner and former
and Piccolo).
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale athletics director
"When Brian died at 26, with
a masters in adthat's young, and it made me ministration applied.
realize 1 was very selfish.
Three things were Important
"Infuriated? No, no," he
to me: football, football and said. "I prepared myself, I

applied and they said no. They
don't owe me anything. l've
long since forgotten trying to
figure it out."
He was asked if he'd expected football to follow
baseball with increased hiring
of blacks in management since
the infamous AI C8mpanis
incit'ent.
"I would have thought it
would but it hasn't," be said.
He also looked into owning a

team. and was asked if that's
the only way for a black to get
into NFL management.

"I don't think owning a
professional franchise is as
g xxi as it Wl'.S. There are a lot
ot dru~s, salaries are out of
sight...•
Sayers was told his no
second-chance, no steroids
stand might make for a bad
team and he said "real bad."

SALUKI

Dinner Buffet $ 5.95*
Soll]d. Egg Drop SouP. Chinese Chicken Noodle Soup. Egg Roll.
Crab Rangoon. Fried Wonton. Bar-B·Que Chicken Wing.
Moo Goo Gal Pan. Glng.r Pork. Beef w/Broccoli. Beef Almond
Ding. Sw. .t &So!:r Pork. Red Curry Chicken. Seafood Warba
Cantonese Spare Ribs & More.
N.w!y DeJllneci Menu. I-10M"'. pr!CU

Dally Lunch Buffet w Isalael'3.'S
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Specla18W t:Jtudent Rate

BP.ING ATHLETIC EVENT
PASS AND VALID
10 TO PICK UP
YOUR SEASON
TICKET FREEl

• Aerobic. • Body Shaping. T&D.DiDC
• Jacu&al
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• New Equipment
Leotard. 6: Tight. Now 50" Off
1 mile S. of SIU on H
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KAI NURNBERGER
ALL·MISSOURI VALLEY COI~'EREI\IC.

Sports
Kansas basketball team on probation
LAWRENCE, Kan. (UPI) - The
Kansas basketball program, still
basking in the glow of a national
tournament title, was handed a threeyear probation by the NCAA Tuesday,
depriving it of the opportunity to
ddend its championship.
The NCAA Committee on Infractions
barred the Jayhawks from partiCipating in the 1989 NCAA tournament, Illarking the first time a
champion team will not be allowed to
defend its crown. Kansas was also
limited to a maximum of 12 scholarships for next season and cannot pay
for recruits to visit the campus during

1989.
The violations were termea "major"
and, paired with the probation of the
Kansas football program five years
ago, could have led the committee to
order the Jayhawks off the court for
two yed.rs. An NCAA spokesman said
the committee deliberated a great deal
on that aspect of the sanctions.
The "serious" infractions - including giving a recruit money for
airplane fare and money f.:>r work at a
summer job never done - occurred in
1 l(Hiay period in June 1986 when
Larry Brown was the coach at Kansas.
Brown lE'ft Kansas after leading the

Jayhawks to the national title to
become coach of the San Antonio
Spurs, taking his entire coaching staff
with him.
A former Kansas assistant coach
said the violations involved the
recruitment of Vincent Askew, who
considered transferring from Memphis
State to Kansas, but never played for
the Jayhawks.
"None of the principals involved in
the violations are employed by the
university today," said Kansas
Athletic Director Bob Frederick. "As is
frequently the case in NCAA penalties,
the people who suffer the consequences

of the violations were not involved in
the infractions. "
Frederick said he felt that at one
time the school would not even ha ve to
report to the infractions committee,
handling the case instead through the
NCAA's enforcement department. But
when the NCAA called Jayhawks officials before the committee, it said
that the violations were major in
nature and instead of a private
reprimand, the' "death penalty"
became an option.
"I'm elated it's over," £3id Roy
Williams, who replaced Brown es the
Kansas coach.

Basketball's Busch
wants to earn spot

From the
press box
Troy
Taylor

By David Galll.nettl
StaffWr;ler

For 6-foot-lO center David
Busch of the men's basketball
team, the war on th" floor has
begun. He is nowhere near
ready to surrender.
The sophomore was all set to
start in the middle for SIU-C
when his plans were suddenly
altered. Enter freshman
standout Tony Harvey.
"When Tony signed I was
<:naz.ed," Busch said. "I didn't
expect us to get someone of
that caliber. I just said I have

'L

toB~~hts~i~r~eghad:~mewhat
anticipateri getting the star·
ting role after the departure of
last season's big man Tim
Richardson.
"I wanted to start even when
Tim was here. I never really
looked ahead, though. I have
accepted the licks I will have
to take, aad am concentrating
on doing the best I can."
Because of the entry of
Harvey, Busch said he will see
action at both center and
power forward. Men's
assLstant coach Bobby McCullum, who works w:th the
Salukis' inside people, said the
move would be a plus.
"(Transfer Jerry) Jones will
miss the first eight or nine
games so before he becomes
eligible, David will get more
minutes," McCullum said. "At
the power forward, he and
Tony can play at the same
time and it will give us a big
line-up."
A graduate of a very successful Hoopestor> East Lynn
program, Busch was redshirted for a season and then
played in 15 of the Salukis' 28
contests last season.
McCullum said Busch's
overall strength lies in his
endurance on the court.
"His strength is his ability to
run the floor. That is an area of
the game he'll hold his own in.

Winning tune,
sound advice
reach spikers
MACOMB - Those portable
tape recorders with \.:-shaped
headphones known as Walk·
mans ha ve become a subject of
discussion with the womw's
volleyball team.
in a small attempt to
promote communication
between the players. Coach
Debbie Hunter has banned
Walkmans for road trips. Use
of t!:ern was getting out of
hand, she said. What fQllowed
was a mild protest by the
players.
That suited Hunter Ene. She
was ready to go to almost any

L Basketball '88
"His strength ;s his
ability to run the floor.
That is an area of the
game he'l/ hold his
own in. I think he can
run with any center in
the league."

~f!~otoJ~b u:,~:lJ:b~~ t~

-Bobby McCullum

I think he can I"Wl with any
center in the league.
,
"He still needs more bJdy \
strength and experience. He
goes through a II-t of highs and
lows. He has a tendency after
missiilg two or three to really
get down on himself and slam
the ball on the floor. The next
10 or 15 minutes following that
incident he will play poorly. "
Busch said his tendency to
get frustrated is something he
has to overcome.
"When things go your way,
your confidance builds up,"
Busch said. "When you get

St," Photo by Alan Hawes

David Busch, a 6-10 redshirt sophomore, aHempts a slam dunk
dur!ng practice at the Arena .
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Brown and Hardee added to long Injury list
By O.vld Galll.nettl
Slaffwrtter

ki
B::::' a3liJef~~veC~~~
Scott Hardee were added to the
football team's injured list
Tuesday during practice.
Brown was taken from
McAndrew Stadium in an
ambulance after sustaining a
strain to his neck, coach Rick
Rhoades said.

"He really should be fine,"
Rhoades said. "There was
nothing broken, and the am-

bulance
was
precaution."

just

a

Hardee suffered an injury to
bill knee aDd Rhoades said the
extent 0( the damage wi!! Dot
be known until more extensive
tests are conducted.
"It does not look good at this
point," Rhoanes said.

Hardee joins a long list of
Salukis WIth knee problems
includil.g quarterback Fred
Gibson, ticker David Peters z
tight end Yogi Henderson ana
linebacker Henry Peer.
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common cause, even if it was
about Walkmans.
So while the players rallied
in their support to reinstate
their Walkmans to playing
status, they also rallied in th~
Gateway Conference standings. The Salukis trounced
both Bradley and Western
Illinois on last weekend's
swing through the west side of
the state to come wit,;lin Oile
half game a: second-place
Southwest Missouri.
Did the Walkmans' ban have
anything to do with the victories'? No, but the oncourt
communication that was
u.cking for the first threequarters of the season and was
the cause for the team's losing
record of 10-11 finallv
emerged.
That's perhaps the most
positive thing to happen this
season. Just two weeks ago
when the Salukis had forcf'd
Southwest Missouri to a fifth
game at Davies Gymnasium
and appeared on the verge of
('a using an upset, the players
fell silent.
What followed was a com·
plete collapse - the team
failed to receive serves - and
the Salukis lost their chance to
be the host team for the
Gateway Conference championship tournament.
Things got so bad in that
fifth game that Hunter
exhibited an oncourt explosion
for the first time in over a
year. In a fit of frustration, she
leapt from the bench, charged
to the side of the court and
smashed her clipboard onto
the floor.
... TUNE, P.ge IS

